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Will your voice be heard on election day? Colmnbia
donor
linked to
indictment

Student tu m-out
lacks at polls
By Jenn l.mmennan
Aulstllnt Campus News Editor
and

J-H. E-' .k.
City But Editor

The countdown has begun for
the Nov. 7 midtenn elections and
the push to register young voters
is as vigorous as ever. With the
18- to 24-year-old age bracket
representing the lowest percent of
voter participants, the push to gain
student turnout at the polls has
begun around campus.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau's latest statistics on voting, only 47 percent of I 8- to.24year-olds voted in 2004. While
young adults had the lowest voting and registration rates in 2004,
they had the largest increase in
both rates sintc the 2000 presidential election, with an increase
of 7 percent in registering to vote
and II percent in actual voting.
What is still unclear, according to
many experts: Is whether the
increase imlrlcs a reversal of a
trend or merely a spike.
As part of an ongoing series
investigating election issues that
directly affect students, The
Chronicle asked a number of
politi<:a.l experts what baniers students face in becoming involved
with the democratic process. With
experts seeing the major challenges of gaining student votes
revolving around young adults
lacking apathy or Wlderstanding
in politics, the question arises of
whose resonsiblitiy it is to address
these issues.
Terry Pickeral, executive
director for the Natiooal Center
for Learning and Citizenship, a
policy institute that researches
and engages students with local
and national issues, said the

See EJections, Page 38

By J1m Jawoo;k1
Associate Editor

Mauricio RublofTho ChroniCle

Top: Ruth Anne Mazur, right, Megan Minnaert and Ashley Brown register students Stephanie McAuliffe
and Phil Genofrio at the Hokin Annex in the Wabash campus Building, 623 s. Wabash Ave .. Oct. 10.
Bottom: Skokie state representative Lou Lang, left, from the 16th district spoke with students along
with Dr. Eric Wallace, right, state senate hopef~l from District 19.

William Cellini Sr.. a Cohnnhia
donor and father oftru.<tcc William
Cellini Jr.. was identified a.< .111
alleged conspirntor in the indictment of Tony Rl•t.ko. political
adviser to ( iov. Rnd lllagojcvich.
The
Springli l·kt
Jt>urnaiRcgister reported nn ( kt. 11 that
Joe llauman. executive din·ctor of
the Illinois Teacher.; Retirement
System. conli rmcd the 1>crson
referred to as " Individual A" in the
indictment was in i<1et Cellini Sr..
a Springfield broker.
The
indictm ent
alleges
Individual A. among others. pressured investment fin ns into making political donations. threatening the fimts that they would nn
longer be able to do business with
the Teachers Retirement System.
The TRA handles pension funds
for teachers throughout Illinois.
except Chicago.
The U.S. Attorney's Ofli ce
would not comment on Cellini Sr.
As of press time. he had not been
charged with a crime.
According to Columbia's 2005
President's Report, Cellini Sr. rutd
Julie Cellini donated between
$1 ,000 and $4.999 to the college.
Mark Lloyd. vice president of
Marketing and Communication.
would not give the specific amotmt
of his donation, but he did issue a
brief statcmt'Tlt.
"Columbia College is grateful
to all its donors." he said. " We
assume that our donors arc generous in a number of causes. including political ones. but we remai n
See Indictment , Page 6

Student enrollment rises faster than planned
A 01ronide series on

he has received some, it is still not

By Jin .lawolai
AModn. Edllor
In the late '80s, the Fiction
Writing Department moved into the
12th floor of the South Campus
Building. 624 S. Michigan Ave.
Yomg writers ha'~ used the space
10 !dine their prose since then.
The department has risen in JlOI>'
ubrity, increasing at twice the rate
ofthe rest of the college since 2000.
More SIUdmts means more instruc1llrs. but Rllndy Albers. chair of the
FICtion Writing Dqxu1ment. faces
al inll:=ling problem--;l struggle
10 lind pbces to put his teachers.
~We are just '~ tight." he said
~We are a clepanrnmt that is people
Ia\')'. DOC tech heavy. and-..~ need

of its space one floor above. Albers
saw an opportunity to get the extra
tutoring spaces he needed
But he wasn't alone. Four departments jumped on the opportunity.
Albers received two of the offices.
fewer than he feels he needs.
"I Wlderstand that space is tight
but for a deparullent that's been
growing like this, we should get a
little bit more than we have been
getting." he said
Columbia administrators laud
the school's success in pulling new
SIUdmts from all around the country. Enrollment is increasing at a
stronger rate than e\~n Colwnbia
officials predicted just a few years
ago. Some departments. such as
Fktion Writing, are either at or
reaching capacity. The success of
Columbia has revi'-ed a dccadc:sold debate that murmurs through
classrooms and offices: How many
srudmts are too much?
A large factor ®ing Coh.mbia's

In 2005, when the
· Columbia's enrollment policy enough.
Journalism Department moved out

SJ*le tOr people."
Albers recogni2r:s the problems
be is &cq are aflecting the entire
ampus. He has made multiple
requests O\'a" the last ~ years fur
offitts tOr his instruttirs and
dasaooms fur his S1UiieDis. While

increasing enrollment is the admin- private colleges and universities.
Generous admission policies
istration's open enrollment policy. DePaul University accepted 70 like Columbia's arc becoming
For the 2006 fall semester. about percent of its applicants for the fall extremely rare, especially amongst
6. I 00 prospective undergraduate semester; Loyola University had pri vate schools, accord ing to
students completed Columbia's an acceptance rate of 69 percent, Bannak Nassirian. spokesman for
admissions process. according to while Northwestern University the American Association of
Murphy Monroe. executive director accepted only 32 percent of appli- College Registrars and Admissions
of Admissions. Only 62 applicants cants, according to each school's Officers. which offers admission
were
denied.
establishing admissions office.
See Enrollment. Page 11
Columbia's
current j.;-i_..:______N;:;;;t;;;;t'"St~i;;;bE;;cA~====.....:..=~
acceptance rate at 99
percent
Roughly 150 applicants were accepted to
the college's Bridge
Program.
which
requires students to
complete non-credit
courses to eventually
advance to degreeseeking status.

While the college is
not technically "open
enrollment," because
some applicants are
denied the 99 perccnl
acceptanc:e rate is sig-

nificamly higher than
other Chicago area
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Urinal? More like
urinhell

In this issue

!

that if some dude was in the urinating zone and a g igantic fire
broke out in the bathroom, causing evetyone inside to panic with
their hands in the air as they n ee
for :heir lives, would that dude
continue spelling out his name in
the urinal cake without even
knowing his death was quickly
approaching? O K, so maybe
there is no such urinating zone. If
there were, any two-tim e crook
would score big by swiping the
wallets off a long line of peeing
morons.
Now, don' t get me wrong . I

can use a urinal w hen I' m by
m yself. T he only ti me I can't
use it is when other people are
around . This s mall yet sign ificant detail has some of my
frie r.ds worried and, perhaps,
personally offended .
Over the s ummer I took a road
trip with m y friend Garrett. who
is a truck driver. We traveled
throughout the Midwest in this
big red semi-truck, ~elivering
shipments of frozen goods from
anywhere like Detroit to Salt
Lake C ity. Since we were on a
somewhat tight schedule, our
bathroom breaks were limited to
the grimy bathrooms at rest stops

Campus News
Arts and Entertainment
Commentary
City Beat

1/11
13/29
30/31
32/40

By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief
couldn 't do it. Maybe it was
the smell of s tale fa rts or the
fact that the person standing
next to me was an acquaintance,
who just had to seize the
moment and tell me about how
stressed he was with his homework. I tried tuning him out by
closi ng my eyes and thinking o f
waves hitt ing a tropical beach.
but then a phantom sneeze
came from the fa r-end stall-where I assumed the bathroom 's
stench originated- and it broke
all of my concentrat ion, and
somehow my bladder locked
down like a max im umsecurity prison. No matter how hard I tr ied
thinkin!! of torrential
downpou rs I couldn't
force a prison break .
And this happens
almost every time I step
up to the "h ite porcela in urina l in the men 's
room.
In the event that massi'e noods and white
water rapids fail and
· nothing further can be
.done. I' ll pretend I took
a leak an) way. r II
exaggerate the fact that
I' m s haking my dick. which
wouldn't be s urprising if so meone mistook the act as me jerking off in the urinal , and then
zip up my pants only to retu rn
I 0 minutes later when the coas t
is clear. If it isn' t, I just go into
a stall and suffer the em barrassment of having evetyone in the
room hear me piss into a toi let.
I really do wonder how some
guys can pee in fr ont of others
without feeling as if the universe
is folding up around them like an
origami swan. Are they in some
kind of magical urinating zone
that allows them to be unfazed
by their surroundings? Let's say

I
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and gas stations. As we walked
into these refined cesspools, I
would make a beeline to the
sta lls instead of jo ining Garrett at
the urinals. He quickly put two
and two together.
" By the end of this trip I'm
going to make you pee in a urinal w ith me standing next to
you," he said as we clim bed
back into his semi .
I told Garrett that it w asn 't
him - ! can 't pee in a urina l
with anyone around. I mentioned my 2 1st birthday, and
how I made my boyfriend at the
time wa it o uts ide the
men 's room of a gay
bar to hold off anyone
wishing to enter. I was
incredib ly drunk- it
wou ld be the first and
last night I would spend
sleeping on the noor
next to the toi let- and I
was worried someone
wou ld come in and start
checking out my dingdong as I was in midpee.
Garrett called me a
wei rdo. and we both
agreed m y pee s hyness
would be a huge o bstacle if I ever dated anyone into
water sports. And I'm not talking· about sports taking p lace in
water. In the wonderfu l world
of fetishes, water sports refers
to the act o f peeing or being
peed on by a consenting adult.
What this whole mess boils
down to is my love of privacy. I
do n' t like people looking over
my sho ulder when it comes to
reading, writing and peeing. So
next time you ' re in the men's
room and hear the machine gun
loudness o f someone peeing in
the toilet, it 's most likely me.

Announce111ents
Celia Herra Rodriguez: A Prayer
to the Mother Waters for Peace
This Glass Curtain Gallery exhibition addressing issues
of economics, war and ecology w ill be open to the public
from O ct. 12 through Nov. 8 in conjunction w ith
Columbia's Annual FOCO [ln Focus] Festival, celebrating
the contributions o f Latinos in the arts. T he gallery, located at the 1104 Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave., will be open
from 10 a.m . to 7 p.m. Mondays and-Thursdays, and from
10 a .m . to 5 p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

For more information, contact Mark Porter at (3i2)
344-6643.

Big Mouth
Join monthly performers for an informa l open mic night
from ? p.m . to I 0 p.m. Oct. 19 at the Hokin Annex, in the
Wabas h C am pus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Performance formats incl ude spoken word, poetry and
music, with a rotating schedule o f guest art ists, emcees
and mus icians.

For more information, contact Sharod Smith at .(312)
34-t-7188.

·C<;>nversation in the Arts: Up Close
with Joan Lunden
Joan Lunden, the longtime host of "Good Morning
America" and producer/host o f the television series
" Behind Closed Doors," will come to Columbia for an
" Up Close" conversation at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 19. T he event
will be held at the Dance Center, 1306 S. M ichig an Ave.
Admission is $ 50 and can be purchased thro ugh Ticket
Web.

hclaus.>(a,chroniclemail.com

For more information, coli/act Michael Anderson at
(3 12) 3./4-8673.

In Your Opinion

Snap to Grid

What do you think about Columbia's
admissions policy?

Columbia College partners with the School of the Art
lnstitutc of Ch icago in an exhi bition opportunit.y geared
toward students us ing dig ital med ia in their creat ive process.
The exhibition runs fr om 9 a.m . to 5 p.m . Oct. 20 at the C33 Gallety, in the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building.

For more information, contact Nancy A. Julson at (312)
JN-61J56.

"Some people are not
qualified ... and are
not too serious ahout
it f colleJ!.ef . "

" It :1· hoJ!,liS.Ijyou
can afford it, y ou
can xet in. It :1·
racist, to a point. "

~ arah fl, ~ m c, )uphtllllorc,

{ hn, tuphcr 1\ndcr:-.on,
Jlllllc,r. phtlltiJ;I'-1flhY

" It was impo.uihle to
J!,t!l in. I found it kind
of diffic ult.fiJr J!,rtltf
school. "

" /th ink it :~ a J!,OO/I
thinx beca use it\· w 1
equal opportun ity. "
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Coijege guarding
agamst mumps.
By collaborating w ith the Health
Department, the college has
containeC: the outbreak. The
By Amanda Maurer
cause remains unknown.
Campus News Editor
After Wheaton's mumps outb reak, Self gave s imple and
The number of mumps cases practica l advtce to other instituhas skyrocketed throughout the tions and their s tudent s~
country this year. As the recent Students shou ld be aware of any
outbreal<s at Wheaton and outbreaks in the area and pracElmhurst Co lleges come closer tice good hygiene , such as
and closer to Columbia's cam- wasliing hands and using hand
pus, college officials have been sanitizer, so the'y ha·1e less of a
preparing for a possible o ut- chance to contract the virus durbreak.
ing daily ir.teractior.s w ith othBy the end of September, ers, she sa id.
more than 630 cases of mumps
Columbia officials have been
had been reported in lllinois. monitl)ring outbreaks of mumps
Chicago accounted for nearly a with help from the Centers for
tenth of all cases in the · s tate, Disease Control and Prevention
accord ing to the
Illinois and the American Co llege
Department o f Public Hea lth. Health Association.
lllinois has averaged I 0 cases of
The colle ge made a move
mumps every year.
toward ensuring every s tudent
Wheaton College found itself . was vaccinated against the disin the center o f an outbreak in ease by requiring complete
ea rly September. Throu g hout immu nizatio n records on fi le
the month, the college battled before a student can register for
the di sease, which infected near- spring c lasses. Columbia o ffily 80 s tudents.
cia ls decided on this po licy
When the news o f mumps change so the college would be
cases on campus first broke, the less susceptible to an outbreak,
college quickly informed stu- accord ing to Marvin Coh en,
dents and p artnered with the director .o f the Records Office.
DuPage .
County
Health
Notifyin g s tudents of their
Department,
according
to incon:plete vacc ination records
Tiffany Self, director o f Media is only c ne part of a three s tep
Relations at Wheaton Coliege. p rocess the college has created

Record ·cases infect
college cam·puses

Norma Madrid, left, grimaces as nurse Rosa Colman, right, of the El Paso's Le Fe Clinic, gives her
one year-old daughter, Jenny, the fourth in a series of shots against infectious diseases like mumps,
measles and rubella.

to pro tec t Co lumbia from
mumps.
According to B lair Odland,
medical doctor for the college's
Student Health Services at the
Health Center, 73 1· S. Plymo uth
Ave., the co llege believes
reminding students to get vacci-·
nated wi ll lead to a potential
drop in the number of mumps
cases.
Those in the Student H ~a lth
Center have also been trained to
identify and repo rt any case of
the mumps to the Chicago
Health Department.

Lastl y, Columbia agrees that
infected students must be iso lated for at least nine days. If the
student cannot return home,
Columhia will support students
w ith
·;m porary on-campus
housing.
Although the disease is usually hamtless, it can be spread
easily and can lead to serious
health complications. Managing
mumps is more serious than
nursing a cold or the flu, especially because signs of the disease don't appear until two
weeks after it is contrac ted ,

Authors come to Columbia to celebrate nonfiction
By Jenn Zimmerman
Assistant Campus News Editor

The books are out, the authors
are ready and the readings are
beginning
this
week
fo r
Co lumbia 's
eighth
annual
Creative Nonfiction Week.
A variety of writers,' faculty,
students and alumni will appear
around campus from Oct. 15
. through Oct. 19 to celebration
nonfiction ,which Sam Weller,
project manager for the event,
said now outsells fic tion and is a
great medium of success for students.
"[Creative nonfiction] is a wide
net of writing from a poir.t of
truth," he said.
Aside from being a full time
teacher
in
the
Fiction
Department, Weller is the author
of The Bradbury Chronicles, a
biography on famed author Ray
Bradbury.
"We all pull our creativity and
artistry from our lives and creative
nonfiction is all about that," Weller
said. "No maner what major you
an:, we all ar~ creating from our
own experienc~ and observing
other people's experiences."
Michael McColly, author o f

The After-Death Room: Journey
Into Spiriwal Activism, wi ll read
excerpt~

from his book, which
foclfses on the presence of HIV
and AIDS around the world.
While
McColly
reads,
Vietnamese photographer Tuong
Nguyen, who traveled to Vietnam
with McColly, w ill display his
photos of Vietnam that dir~ct ly
connect to the author's book.
" For people who are writers,
creative nonfiction is an exploding area and ger.re," McColly

according to the
Illinois
Departmem of Health.
Some serious complications
can include testiculnr infections
and viral meningitis, said James

Turner, executive director of the
Department of Student Health at
the University of Virginia.
Symptoms include swelling
and pain in the jaw area,
headaches and fever. Anyone
who suspects he may have
mumps should seek medical
attention.
After Alexzondreya Hearn, a
See Disease, Page 6

SGA seeks
to improve
Columbia
.
expenence
By Beth Palmer
Staff Writer

Photo by: Anne Leibovitz/ Courstey of Rose Blouin

In the city o f Chicago. aldermen seck to k~ep constituents
satisfied in their wards; at
Columbia, that job is mocked by
the
college's
S tudent
Govcmment Assoctation.
After consulting its senators
and conducting a student census,
Columbia's SGA has established
its 21!06-2007 goals. The goals
outlin~d seek to help s tudents
save cash and improve the
Columbia experience, especially
for minorities and commuters.
"We will focus on unity among
Columbia students and we will
focus on the solutions to current
problems," Brian Matos, president of the SGA, said. "I am
about solutions and actions, not
talk and complaints."
Current SGA goals tnclude two
of last year's initiatives that still
need attention: a student center
and a course fee transparency
policy. Both issues require the

Jamaica Kincaid, authcr of 'My Brother, Among Flowers: A Walk in the Himalava,' will be one of the
featured writers speaKing at Film Row Cinema, 1104 S. Wabash Ave on Oct. 'is.
said.
and Journalism departmen ts arts and managment, also asked
Weller said one of the many arranged the event together, what and when it was.
"all-stars" of the week is keeping in mind what the faculDespite some students being
Newsweek's rock crit ic Lorraine ty thought might atrract s tu- unaware of Creative No nfictio n
Ali, who w ill appear at the Hot dents, Weller sa id .
Week, David Trinidad, a profesHo use, 3 1 E. Balbo D ri ve, on
"It rea lly shows interdepart- sor in the English Department,
Oct. 17.
mental co llaborat io n and cre- said he looks forward to hearing SGA to communicate a sense of
Ali · is a native of Iraq and ativity going on,'' Weller said.
what his co-workers have to say urgency to ~ldministrators who.
offers an interesting point o f
And although Weller said fac- during the fa culty reading ses- last year. acknowledged the
view about the now war-torn ulty members have put student sion scheduled for lat er on in the issues but ~.tade no concre te
country, We ller said.
plans for change.
interests in mind while putting week.
Author Jamaica Kincaid, the even t together, some still
Matos, a Jllntor radio broadcast
"[Creati'v e non fic tion] is
another featured speaker, will don't seem to about what the through the filt.er of your per- JOurnalism major, satd the SGi\
app~a r Oct. I 8 at the Film Row
evt:n t.
sonali ty rather than just sticking Facilities Committee will cont inCi nema in the I I 04 Center, I I04
" I wou ld go if I knew what it to the facts," Trinidad said. " It 's ue to work o n dcs1gning new stuS. Wabash Ave. She v1ill read an was," said Jack Beggs, a sopho- OO l meant for your morning. dent spaces and eventually a stuexcerp t from her book My more.acting major.
dent center. with hdp from Ahcia
newspaper."
Brolher, Among Flowers: A
Berg, vtcc prestdent of Campus
Andy Kiel , a sophmore audio
Walk in the Himalaya.
arts
major,
and
Shunte jzimmt.'l mrm@_chro!liclemail.cvm En v ironment.
The Eng lish, Fiction Writing Mc Mi llian, a grad uate student 111
See Government. Page 6
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Government:
Students seek
promises from
administration
Continued.fi·om

Pa~e

Minority
Enro llment
and
Retent io n will communicate
with minority student organizations like the Black Student

Union and the Latino Alliance to
better understand how the SGA
can se rve their needs, Matos
said.

3

They do expect the office of
Campus Environment to understand Columbia students want a
completed student crnter soon,
SGA vice president Andy Breen
said. vowing not to let the administration forget its promise in the
20 10 Plan.
Breen said it would take a mandate. not a reminder. to get every
teacher to abide by the course fee
trans parency
policy.
which
requires teachers to list on class
syllabi what is purchased with the
course fee.
Last year. the SGA Academic
Affairs Committee worked with
the provost and vice pres ident of
Academic
Affairs
Steven
Kapelke to ask faculty to stipulate where course fee money
goes. and some faculty d id.
Breen sai d.
This year, the Academic Affairs
Committee will continue to work
with Kapelke. Matos said. Its goal
is to have a course fee transparent) policy \\Titten into department
b~-laws. Breen said.
Mino ritv
enrol lment
has
decreased ·since 2002, a fact that
concerns the SGA. according to
the 2006 Fact Book.
..[Minoriry enrollment and
retention] is a focus of the entire ..
Mauricio
Chronicle
school."' Matos said. " Divmity is Jtitisident of SGA Brian Matos and executive vice presldent 1or4J
pan o f what makes <:;'olumbia Breen listen in as Mark Kelly, vtee pres.dent of Student Affairs.
strong:·
add1esses the SGA on Sept 26 at the 1-lub located In the 1104
The SGA Com mlllee o n Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

Disease:
Cause of
spreading virus
still unknown
Continued from

Pa~e

3

a freshman rad io major, came
do"'n with a pamful sore throat
that lasted more than three
weeb, she womed that 11 could
be the mumps Although s he
was not able to v1sit a doctor
durmg that t1me. she does n ' t
behe-ve she contracted the v.rus

" Bottom line: The co llege can for Metra riders as an alternative
recruit minority students, but the to the local student commuter's
·
current student populat ion need s U-Pass.
Senators will also form comto ensure they are accepted and
mittees to research new scholarembraced," Matos said .
Results from the SGA 2005 ship opportunities and alternaStudent C~ n s'u s s howed stu- tives to textbooks.
Dominic
Cottone,
dents, especially
director of Student
minoriti es,
"Diversity
i5
what
Leadership, · helps the
expressed
the
makes Columbia SGA identify its major
need for longer
strong."
goals each y_ear. Cottone
computer
lab
said minority recruithours and cheap-Brian Matos,
ment and retention was
er computer lab
president of the
an imponant addition to
printing, Matos
the SGA goals.
said, and the
Student
SGA has adopt" We need to continue
Government
increasing opportunities
ed both needs as
Association
2006-2007
for all students on camgoals. He said
pus," Cottone said. "The
the SGA is pus hing the adminis- SGA can help with continuing the
tration for free printing and a trend."
24-hour computer lab.
Columbia administrators now
The census was written by look to SGA; as it steps into
Matos and Breen and sent to every more leadership roles, Mark
Columbia student last fall via Ke lly, vice president of Student
OASIS e-mail. Matos and Breen Affairs sa id .
received only 6.5 percent back.
"Six years ago, the term 'stuThe census revealed a need dent leader' was an oxymoron at
fo[ ..SGA to work close ly with Columbia," he said.
Student Financial Services to
One o f the SGA's most imporprovide better customer service. tant accomplishments was last
More than half of those s ur- year's appointment of a student
veyed disapproved o f the job . trustee on the Bo ard of Trustees:
done by Student Financial The student trustee pos ition
Ser vices. The SGA, in the cen- opened the door to the fi rst facsus re port, said its goal is for ulty trustee, he said.
every st udent to walk o ut of
S ix years ago, Columbia did
Student Financial Serv ices not have the SGA or the Student
understanding their optio ns.
Affairs office, Ke lly said. At that
The fo ur remaining 2006- time,
the
adm inistratio n
2007 goals come from SGA sen- addressed student needs through
ators·. s uggestions. The goals assumption, not fact.
represent commuters and those
" Since [the creation of) SGA,
upset by textbook prices. students' satisfaction with their
According to the census, 44 per- experience at Columbia has risen
cent of th ose surveyed take the dramatically," Kelly said .
Metra to Co lumbia. The SGA
proposed looking into a d iscount
chronic/e@colum.com

However, s he continues to Since th«;JI.IIli!ed Kingdo m has ti~s of college life may have also
worry about catching it.
also recently experienced a led to the rapid spread of the
" You run into so many people mumps outbreak , it is cons id- vlius .
'' I think it depends on the way
in areas where you cou ld catch ered a likely source.
[s tudents I
interact."
it, when people go to
restaurants even when
Dayan
said.
" We
"We
dlrected
in
some
of
the
cases
freshmen
they're sick or even
detected in some of the
are
more
likely
to
get
iltf«ted
because
they
cases freshmen are
standing behind you,"
usually live in dorms, and they have more more like ly to get
she said.
close contact compared to other students." infected because they
While no one seems
to know what may
usually live in do rm s.
have cau ~ed mo re than -Gustavo Dayan, senior service fellow in and they h ave more
2.500 cnses o f mumps the Division of Viral Diseases for the CDC close contact compared
around the country,
to o ther students:·
there are a number of theories.
Gustavo Dayan. a senior servCo llege
campuses
have
Ot-oe scenario s uggc, ts inter- ICe fellow in the Division of become an ideal hub fo r an outnational travele rs may have V.ral Diseases for the C'I>C. break since the virus can be
brought the vi rus mto the States
bel ocvcs th;l! certain charactcris- spread throug h the air, by hnr-

in'g utensils or drinking g lasses
and quickly affect a large number of people jn close proximity.
Students should be cautious
even if they are vaccinated
against the disease.
According to Turner. although
the vacci ne protects people
agains t mumps. measles aftd
rube lla. it is on ly 80 to 95 percent effective.
T urner nlso stressed the
importance of receiving both
MMR shots. Students who an:
not vaccinated s hould receive
the shot immediately. he said.
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U.S. Cellular® gets me... so I can always get the score.

FROM NATIVE AMER
According to Kevin Dunnigan, the Renegades
lacrosse team's president. lacrosse was the first
offkial sport in America and was adopted from Indian
tribes.Taking after the Indian tribes. the Columbia
lacrosse team hopes to do their part in uniting their
community (Columbia College Chicago} together! In
the spring the lacrosse team will be playing other
college teams in the area including Northwestern,
Depaul, and Loyola to name a few. Currently, the
team has open practice for ALL Columbia students.
Dunnigan encourages first time players and well
seasoned players. The Renegades lacrosse team
practices every Friday off of Balbo & Congress (near
the tennis courts) at 3:30 P.M.

'{:[ CURRENT SPORTS
Baseball - Cycling- Soccer- Wrestling
Cross Country - C8poelra- Men's Lacrosse
Men's Basketball

tf CURRENT SPORTS INTERESTS.

c

'

se

Water Polo

Free ~for Columbia students llekl at the
litnes$ center loocated at RoosMit UniYerslty .
MaMn MOss Center at 425 S. Wabash, 4th floor.

*Alii- Thursdays &6:30pm
•c.n&o Kickbox· Thursdays 6:3G-7:00pm
*AJkWo. Thu!lday &apm & Setlllday 3-5Im
*YIIyal Yop ·This is a 4 class series. a- will be
held M1Y Wednetdlly between Oc:tollel4th and

Oetobet 25111.

-~

-

.

B

The BM•l.. b.1lt It> •~'• w•ll he LlCtt,g off
ilgam'~( M r~.;llrgrlfl State Hl nn e xhrb1110n
gnm<' lhrt. \'.~ckcnd Plc,,s.,: cl,cr:l( out
the r Jj.,gc- on tht· Athlcl•c '> \\lf'>bSth: for

h,Jw pr,rct.ccs EVERY Fnda} ttom 3-5pm at
the RooSt:>\ Cit G~n· lowted at 425 S
W.1bash 41h f•cor

..

~

prncta e'trv OI.Jt on M onUny Oc.tober 16
from 615 · 7 45 PM Tt'IISIS OPN' to
both ""omen and mr:n
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If ~ou are 'n'e·e~ted .n G\omnast•c~ tt'lev

..

Chc('rfcJdrng 11.15 tt"" f•r~t off •r:•fll

dct.tcl5.

G

A
If 'fOu Y...tnt to piJ')- So'lll<lll th1s )~.lr
then ~ho.... up ,lt t he CorhlW.:l)' Cen ter
loct~ted on the f•rst flocr o)t 1104 5
Wabash on October 24th tq 6 00 PM

c .. .

. - ,l "

.

Gt.lnt P.trk o8dlbo & Congrcs~ ~ <~I
3 00 p m If \OU are mtcrcsted then
!.1mp!y show up'

s

,_ •

'J

Men '> l ...H. ros~•· tnceh cvt...'f) Fnd,J')- 11

,tt SOW bulld•ng

Open pr,lttiCt'.., iHC held every
Tucsd.h & Th:...uscl...s~ at 1> OOPM 1n Grdllt
(Columbus & Bnlbol

http:j/ ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU

'C:i FIINESS AND INTIWIURALS

~
Countr~ llH!Cts

on u~t r..:orrwr t)l W,)b,l~t1 dnd Conf_!rcss
Mor:d,,, frrO,J\o ell 6 30 .J m tv run

Tennis- Fast.f'ftch Softball - 16• Softball
Volleyball - Women's Basketball- Kld<ball
Flas Football - Raquetball- Women's Lacrosse
Ultimate Frisbee- SwlmmlnS- Dance- Diving
Cheerleadlng- Rugby- Palntball- Gymnastics

~

Ctos-,
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Capocua IS a Bronlic1 n Oi'ttlCC/ Morhal
Art They have p ract1CCS on Tuesdav
und frt day from 5- 7pm ,H Roosevelt s.

c.,.m

Coataot the R........ ·1104 S. WaiNasb Lower Level Office A· 312-344-etll • ATHLmCS@COLUM.EDU
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We connect with you:

getusc.com
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Combo melds
Latin, American

jazz styles
By Steve Yaccino
Assistant Campus News Editor
Gabriel Vicens cradled his guitar,
his lips moving to the rhytlun of his
fingers. He sang the melody of his
solo, cast over drums. bass and
piano. He's one of five Puerto Rican
students in a foreign-exchange program between Columbia and the
Conservatory of Music of Puerto
Rico and has spent the last week in
Chicago learning about American

jazz.
lbe five students' jazz combo,
plus two faculty from the
Conservatory, played Oct. 12 and
Oct 13 to fi.Jll auditoriwns at the
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan
Ave. lbe students spent a week
attending clas.«es and rehearsals
with Columbia student ensembles
and private lessons taught by some
of the city's most renoWoled jazz
musicians.
The
partnen;hip
between
Columbia and the Conservatory
began two years ago with the idea
that students from Puerto Rico
could com= to Chicago to learn
about American jazz and Columbia
srudents could visit Puerto Rico to
learn about latin jazz.
" It changed my mind compl~
ly,~ said Mario Pereirn, the Puerto
Rican combo's drummer, about a

mru;ter class with jazz drummer
,\dam Nussbaum. " I had no idea
about certain things; he explained
them so simple."
Last
year,
the
schools
exchanged faculty jazz ensembles and spent a week playing
with and learning from each other
and local headliners.
·
''Both places have a guest jazz
musician of great name value," said
Richard Dunscomb, t:hair o f
Columbia's Music Department.
"Theirs is a bass player named
Eddie Gomez. He's one of the most
well known jazz bass players in the
world And our countetpart is Jon
Faddis. He's a jazz trumpet player
wbo is also equally renowned."
lbe two schools have made a
five-year commi~ent to the program, which is expected to expand
in upcoming years, Dunscomb
said. The student and faculty
exchange will continue amidst the
growing programs, including plans
for a joint CD project and summer
camps in both Chicago and Puerto
Rico primarily available to high
scbool students. Both additions to
the program are being cliscussed,
but no dates or specifics have been

decided yet, he said.
While in Chicago, the Puerto
Rican combo visited many jazz
clubs. They went to the New

RlldiMI s..c:Mr/The Chronicle
car1os Soto, an exchange student from Puerto Rico, plays with his fellow Conservatory of Music of Puerto
Rico students on Oct. 12. at the Music eeriter, 1014 s. Michigan Ave.
Apartment · Lounge, 504 E. 75th
St, where they saw Chicago saxophone legend Von Freeman perform. They said Freeman heard
they were there and stopped in the
middle of his performance to invite
them to play on stage while he
stood in back listening.
''1t was great," said Carlos Soto,
the combo's trumpet player. " If we
stayed there, we would have
played until five or six in the
morning, jamming."
At the Oct. 12 concert, the
Puerto Rican combo played five
songs, four of which were

Tuesday oc:a~
Wednesday
er 18th
ursday Octaaer 19th • 5 p.

........,shop
Thursday October 19th 2 p.m.

arranged either by memben; of the formed as guest soloists. Marin's
group or as a collaborative effort. "'1ingers danced on piano keys, while
Ryan Gray, a sophomore music · Pignataro played the saxophone, his
major at Columbia, said he recog- eyes shut and his body swaying.
nized some of the pieces they
" Those Puerto Ricans can
played and liked the way the group play," said Tyler Berg, a freshaltered the melodies, giving them a man jazz studies major. "They
"smooth Latin feel."
were really solid."
"'That drummer didn't miss a
Columbia will be sending about
beat," Gray said. "'They were real- seven membeiS of their Latin Jazz
ly well-rehearsed, but not at the Ensemble to Puerto Rico in April
expense of improvisation."
2007 for a week of lessons,
Marco Pignataro, director of Jazz rehearsals and a chance to perform
Studies at the Conservatory, and in a Puerto Rico Jazz Festival.
Luis Marin. director of the
Conservatory jazz combo, also persyaccino@chroniclemail.com
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·Faculty cross borders for college's benefit
Columbia professors
to attend several
conferences abroad

ex.penses of faculty members
during these trips. As of press
time, a round trip ticket to
Dublin cost around $600.
Students also benefit from the
By Amanda Maurer
conferences because professors
Campus Editor
can apply the methods they have
This past week, Columbia's learned in the classroom and
.office of Academic Initiatives· become more effective teachers,
and International Programs has said Sullivan, chair of thehosted and plans to attend sev- Marketing. Communications
eral international conferences.
Department, who also presented
Last week Mary Lennon, Siun at the symposium.
Hanrahan and Tony Murry, facHenry, a faculty member in the
ulty members from the Dublin Art and Design Department, parInstitute of Technology, visited ticipated in the sessions last week
Columbia and participated in and plans to attend the Dublin
the first oi two joint symposia.
symposium in the spring.
The Irish professors each
gave lectures about how · to "Learning new methdology,
teach the arts and media to the
it's just like having more
college in conjunction with
· tools in your tool kit."
Columbia faculty.
The three Columbia faculty
-Margaret Sullivan , chair of
members, Margaret Sullivan,
the Marketing
Kevin Henry and Robert Communications D_epartment
Lagueux, participated in the
sessions last week at Columbia
Henry agrees that his future
and will fl y out to Ireland next
year. The DIT will host the sec- trip and symposium session will
ond two-day symposium in benefit more than just faculty.
March, during which Columbia
"There is real value on so
faculty will share their lectures many levels of everyone, and
again and hold workshops.
obviously most importantl y the
Gillian Moore , executive students, as they directly benefit
director
of
Academic from us learning to be better
Initiatives and In ternational teachers and extending the posPrograms, said participating in sibilities for them," he said.
international conferences is
"It is, of course, an opportuniimportant because it allows the ty for all of us here at Col umbia
college to share and learn inno- College Chi cago to serve as
vative teaching and research ambassadors by going to Ireland
methods.
in March," Henry said. "We wi ll
be bringing a piece of Columbia
culture to Ireland and spreading

the word of what we do and how
we do it."
Henry sa id hi s presentation
covered how the real world, technology ;'and collaboration can
combine and what they mean to
design stUdents. He spoke about
two case studies students have
worked on, one of which focused
on the methods used to create
user-friendly computer interfaces.
The other explored how classroom interaction changes because
of technology.
Before the symposium trip to
Dublin, another group of
Columbia officials will travel to
Belgium for a conference.
During the week of Oct. 25,
administrators
including
provost and vice president of
Academic
Affairs
Steve
Kapelke, the associate dean, the
college's deans and Moore will
travel to Gent , Belgium .
Columbia representatives will
attend a conference hosted by
the European Lea gue of
Institutes of the Arts, an organi zation that brings together more
than 40 countries to discuss and
promote ihe arts.
Moore believes that participating in such events wi ll
aqvance the college's g lobal
reputation which will not only
bring in faculty o f different
nationalities, but also en hance
the val ue of a Columbia
degree.
" It will certainly raise the profi le of Columbia College, both
throughout Europe and internationally, and it ' ll give [the college ] a very strong voice,"

Moore said.
This year's ELlA conference
holds special meaning for the
college. In Jul y, ELlA's president and exec utive director visited Columbia and were inspired
by Co lumbia 's philosophy on
teaching the arts and media.
Moore considers Columbia's
recent symposia with the DITto
be a smaller version of the ELlA
conference.
" It 's important to be in a
world communit y of people who

practice what you do, so that
your

mind

isn't

narrow,"

Sullivan said.
Sullivan said that while it's
interesting to find out what others
have researched, she believes it is
just as important to learn how the
research was conducted.
" Lea rnin g
new research
methodology, it's just like having more tools in your tool kit,"
Sulli van said.
amaurer@chroniclemail.com

Jazzin' it up
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GO-GO

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Brought to you by: ThP. Portfolio Center; Aclvising Center, Alumni Relations and the Student Alum ni Asscdation

Friday, Oct. 27th - 10am-3pm
Conaway Center, 1st Floor, 1104 5. Wabash
Geamg i11 take~ mort' than « tr.Hl '~nipt ,,nd an ('Ssdy. Gr{1dunte programs from around
the ndtion will gather to g•w fOU ddvic 1.' on submitting rlOrtfolio and applicatinn materidls. Whether you're ready to apply or ju st thmking about grad school, representatives
from nur gut st sc hools will guode you on building an impressove application package.
Oh, and don't forget to bring your portfoloo·on-progress, reel or work samples.

Your mom would be so proud ...

Adler School of Professional Psychology

10a[11· 3pm -----·-··· One on One Admissi on Advising

I Oam - 10 :4Sarr ... - Applications "How To"

American Film Institute

I lam- II '45am -- --- Visual Arts Admissions Pac!(ages

Art Institute of Boston/Lesley

Nno.1·12: '15prn ------ Film & Televi sion Admissions Pack ages

Art Institute of Chicago

I p m-1 .4Spm--- ·---- Submitting o(gital Samples*

Boston University
California College of the Arts

r "' ,,

www .colum .e d u / p ortfolio

,!) 1 ! <1 '•''-, <tb•)~l

0

/ !<,,~!"'} <, /"d(tl~

for

a "' fl ('d .,.;le

Carnegie Mellon University
Chapman University
Columbia College Chicago
John Marshall Law School
Maine College of Art & Design
Memphis College of Art
Miami Ad School
Minneapolis College of Art
Mount Mary College
Parsons New School of Design
Rochester Institute of Technology
Saint Mary- of-the-Woods College
San Francisco Art Institute
Savannah College of Art & Des i gn
Tyler Sc hool of Art
Uni v e r sity of th e Arts
Wayne State Unive r s ity

PORTFOLI8 ENTER

TALK TO

us1

312/344·

n••
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RAs frustrated by increase in office hours
By Steve Vaccine

students, the University Center is

Asasistant Campus News Editor the first, and only, stude:ll-housing

With more than 2,300 Columbia
residents living in dorms. the
school is depending on its RAs to
mentor and guide srudents. But at
the University Center of Chicago,
525 S. State St., resident life may·
get filed away as RAS'Spend more
time doing office and rc~e ption
work, and some feel more like
full-time employees.
" I just felt like 1 was being used
and 1couldn 't c!o it anymore," said
Andy Costello, a sophmore music
major at Columbia and fomer
University Center RA. "I couldn 't
work for someone who felt like
they can just abuse me for profit."
Costello quit his job as an RA
two weeks ago when his weekly
service hours increased, despite the
formal complaint he and other RAs
had sumbined the week before
reguarding schedule concerns.
Unlike other Columbia dvrms,
the University Center is owned
and managed by U.S. Equities
Realty, a Chicago-based real estate
firm that has overseen the design
and engineering of Mi:Jennium
Park, as weli as major retail, residential and corporate buildings
around the world. Home to
Columbia, Roosevelt and DePaul

Enrollment:
Space.needed for
Colmnbia's future
Continued,[i-om Front Page
and enrollement management services ff' colleges and universities.
" We are experiencing such a
mass ive spike up in demand
[nationally] that judgments have to
be made when you have more takers than there are seats available,"
he said. "You have to make judgments on hew you ration those
seats. The basic, sort of instinctive
reaction has been [that] if we have
more people than we can ac~om
modate, short of jacking up the
price and simply ;;aying come if
you all can pay ' ... is to be more
selective."
·
Most schoois that still maintain
such generous admissions include
publt: colleges and univers ities
that have a mandate from local
governments to be accessible,
Nassirian said.
Columbia remains largely
tuition-driven, with. about 86 percent of the school 's ov~rall income
ar)d budget coming directly from
students' tuition and fees, according to the Department of
Education. When compared to
other Chicago-area private colleges and universities, the acceptance rate for a particu lar school
tends to drop the lower !he tu ition
dependency. Fo~ example, Loyola,
which acceped 69 percent of applicants, derived 53 percent of its
overall budget from tuition and
fees. Northwestern accepted 32
percent of applicants while relying
on only 2 1 percent of students'
tuition and fees.
Columbia's admission policy is
not affected by factors su~h as
overall enrollm ent and space,
according to Mottroe.
While acceptance does not necessarily mean students will ultimately decide to anend l college,
recettt enrol lment trends have
proven that Columbia is becoming
an increasingly popular destination.
This sem est~r. total enrollment
increasecl by 6 percent, briuging the

unit, run comp:etely by u.s:
Equities staff. The three schools
rely on U.S. Equities to monitor all
residents and staft; which includes
hiring and employing 36 RAs.
At the begining of the fall
semester, the Ur.iversity Center
has added five mandatory service
hours a week to RA responsi bilities, which include overseeing

meetings, programs and activities,

commun ity development, peer
advtsing, duty coverage and a
floor of studr nts, not to mention
maintain ing a required 2.5 GPA.
Seryice hours incl~de a wide
range of jobs. RAs. can choose to
work their hours in the mail room,
resident services desk, confe rence
center or management office. But
some RAs feel they 're spending
more . time work ing for U.S.
Equities than assisting the residents on their floor.
" I was expecting more interaction with my students," said
Myjoshi Jefferson, a junior pharmacy major at Roosevelt who considers herself a full-time RA after
she added up all her duty hours at
over 40 a week. " It seems like
more office work is being done
than interacting."
Jefferson considers her residents

her motivation. Interacting with
them is the only thing keeping her at
the University Center, she said.
Otherwise, she would rather be an
RA (II Roosevelt's Herman Crown
Center, 430 S. Michigan Ave.,
because the community, staff and
RAs there were the best she'd ever
seen.
"They are mote focused on
what's important," she said. " l:'s
less about business over there and
[they are] less concer;ted about
money."

Jan ice Johnson, executive direc-

"I could11 't work for
someo11e who felt like
they ca11 just abuse m e
fo_r profit."
- Andy Cos tello, a sophomore mu sic major and
former University Center RA
tor of the University Center, said
office work is not conrrary to the
job description of an RA.
" It's part pf the commun ity," she
said. "Everything we do here is
working to provide the best community and environment for our
students. It's not easy lo be an RA
here at the University Center."
But administrators from other

Columbia dorms disagree.
" We all have office assistants,"
said Kelli Collins, associatd director
of Residence Life at Columbia.
" But it's not at all in line with what
the RAs do."
DePaul has also hired non-RA
students ?.s office assistants for their
Res;dential Education staff. These
students work I0 hours a week, said
Deh Schmidt-Rogers, d:rector of
DePaul's Residential Education.
J u~t as they were adjusting to
their >ehedu l e~. management added
an hour and a half more work two
weeks ago, hours that Johnson said
should have been there ail along.
There was miscommunication
within t .e staff, and many RAs
were working day duty as part of
their service hours. The two were
supposed to be separate, she said.
With the change, RAs are now obligated to work six and a half hours in
total day duty aqd service hours.
Still, Johnson said that RAs
receive more stipends this year,
legit imizing the extra hours. A
University Center RA makes a
$ 100 stipend a month if living in a
single room, or a $200 stipend a
month if their room is shared. Last
year, RAs made ~ $50 stipend.
When the additional 26 service
hours are accumulated and divided
into the increased stipend, the RAs

are making $5.77 an hour for their
extra work. The Ill inois minimum
wage is currently set at $6.50 per
hour.
The news of the increase came
during a group meeting two weeks
ago. It was at this meeting that
Costei!o resigned.
" People were going preny nuts
over this," he said. ·'Some girls
were in tears."

He tried to speak at the meeting
to address why he was leaving,
thinking it would be a great opportun ity to hear !Tom a person who
was not tnhibited by the fear of
losing their job, but said he was
stopped and asked to leave before
he could explain himself.
He now lives with his parents, a
20-minute bike ride fro m
Columbia, and said all students
don't have the same oppOrtunity to
leave.
" It's a shame, because they' re
really taking advantage of people
and t)le fact that they're young.
they're living on their own for the
first time, and they don 't want to be
out of a home or out of a job," he
said. "That's the kind of fear they
play off of.''
syaccino@chroniclemail.com

total srudent population to 11 ,499,
% Acceptance rate and tuition dependency of private institutions
the largest in the school history.
99
While the inc'reasing number of stu88%
dents has led to an incrfase in both ·
revenue and overall prestig~. space
concerns have become a hot topic
of discussion.
53%
In 2004, Columbia released a
comprehensive strategy, called the
Campus Master Plan, to confront,
32% .
among other issues, the school's
need for more space.
21 %
To calculate how much space
will be needed for Columbia's
future, administrative officials projected the srudent body to increase
·Dependence on tuition
by 2 percent until 2015. Current
trends, however, have gone beyond
mtm .
the plan's estimation. Since 2000,
Columbia Loyola IIll Ill
the Columbia student body
Jennifer Crlder(The Chronicle
increased by about 4 percent. Even
the 20 I0 Plan, a cc llection of goals When the plan was released, with politics and everything else. responsibly.
for the college released in 2003, Columbia provided I 05 gross What you think would be stra ight''It is unreasonable to not ut iestimated d1e average growth for square feet per student, which is the forward ''is, in fact, purposefully lize what we have already pa id
Columbia to be about 3.25 percent total amount of space, wall to wall, muddied many times."
for," she said.
per year.
in a building. Competing instituThe SCUP conducts a voluntary
Lack of coordination between
While the difference may seem tions, considered by the master plan survey of classroom space to estab- departments has led to some of the
small, it creates a significant change team, like the Pratt Institute, in lish national averages and 'direct space issues, she said. but she is
over a longer period of time. For Brooklyn, N.Y. and New York comparisons between similar confident that the new polic ies will
e¥arnple, if the student population University, among others, provided schools. Columbia did not partici- cal.tse sign ificant improvements.
All
Columbia respondants
were to increase at the estimated 2 337 gross square feet per student.
pate in the survey.
Columbia uses a collection of data expressed confidence the adm inispercent rate since 2004, Columbia
Columbia officials could not
wouldn't have reached its current release the amount of space dedi- called "academic space," which tration is handling the problem well.
population, 11,499, until 2010. The cated to classrooms and labs specit;. includes not only classrooms, but
For the C.tture, Columbia is
Master Plan also projected ically by press time, making more also theaters, production studios and looking toward space that will be
Columbia would reach 13,000 stu- direct comparisons impossible, departmental offices. Drawing a added by the acquisition and condents by 2015. If enrollment contin- according to Phyllis Grumman, comparison between schools based struction of new buildings. The
ues to increase at the 4 percent rate it spokeswomen for the Society for only on classroom space would not Spcrtus Institute for Jewish
has been for the last six years, College and University Planning. be accurate, said Mark Lloy;l, vice Studies, 6 18 S. Wai'oash Ave., wil!
Columbia will break the
president of Marketing and be available in 2008 and will pro13,000 mark in 20 I0, five
"It's just l 'O fraught with politics all(l Communications. becn.use, vide Columbia with about 76,000
years ahead of the Master every thi11g else. What you think would while the other areas arc not net sq!: ru-~ feet.
Plan's estimates.
The college ;s ltlso leasing space
be straightforward is, in fa ct, p urpose- always used excll.s; vely for
Alicia Berg, vice presiclasses, they are being uSt."'d at 1112 S. Wabash Ave. and 218 S.
fully mutltlietl many times. "
dent
of
Campus
for educational pur,x>ses.
Wabash Ave., where some
Environment ::md a memTo alleviate some of the Columbia offices. including various
- Phyllis Grumma n, spokeswoman for the
Society for College and University Pla nning
ber of the Master Plan
pressure put on Co l~mbia cente:~. will be tolovcd from their
team, said the 2 percent
by space issues, adm inis- current locations to free up classestimate was " a conservative esti- Unlike most data pertaio1 ing to trators have put a unifonn start room anJ d~partmcnt onice space.
mate" and that enrollment trends higher education, colleges and uni- time plan into place. S'tarting in
For new space. the ma ster
are hard to predict.
versities do not have to repot1 space spring 2007, all classes will begin plan was also po inting to the
Based on the estimates, the per student data.
at the same times throughout the campus center, a new buildin g
planned to hold studrnt ameniMaster Plan stated that Columbia
" Informally, people who do day.
would need to add 427,000 net space m ~nage m ent know their
Berg said Columbia ,leeds to ties, classrooms and offices. but
square feet. Net square feet is con- counterparts at peer schools and can be ca ut ious in acqu i~ng new no construction date has been
sidered to be all space that is not usually get them to share data," she space because of the effect th e officially announced.
required for building services, such said. "Trust me, du you really want cost may have on the overa'll
as elevators and stairwells.
to know that Purdue allots 20 budget and, therefore. caus ing
jjmvorski(ii>chroniclemail.com
Accord ing to the Master Plan, square feet [of classroom space] per tuit ion to rise further. She said
Columbia provides much less space student and we only allot 13 sq~are space at Co lumbia is enough for
per student than ether institutions. feet per student? It's j ust so fraught now if used efficiently and
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Come on out to:

Resident Assistant Selection
Information Session
You will obtain information on what a RA position calls for

Sessions will be held:
Monday, October 9, 8:30pm
Thursday, October 12, 8:00pm
Sunday, October 15, 7:30pm
Tuesday, October 17, 8:00pm
Wednesday, October 18, 8 :00pm
Community Lounge 731 S. Plymouth Ct.
For questions please contact:
Kelli Collins- The Associate Director of
Res. Life at Kcollins@colum .edu
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LQngtirno host of Good Morning Ame rica will be discussing her
career ond onsw11 rl ng questions.
Video footage from her career will be shown.
Ms. Lunden's oppeoronce is courte~y of Columbia's Convet'1olions
in th11 Arts: Up ~lose with ... aeries.
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minute or so.
But you don't leave it
. out there. Once you're
inside, the making out
only takes a momentary
sabbatical while you flirt
with each other in that
hideous and blatant manner most of us forgpt
somewhere around middle school. Massaging
hands, staring into each
other's eyes, dragging
fingers across your
lover's face; not that any .
of this is inherently evil,
it's just better left for
lazy
mornings-after
We have a lot of iuteresting regulars when you're naked and "in love" and
at my cafe. Some of them are cool, there's no one around. The key · part
some of them aren't. Ivan the Bulgarian being that there is no one around.
contractor who drin~ five to I0 double
And that's what really reinforces my
shots of espresso a day; he's cool.· affair theory. It's not just that you show
"Beastly Jan~." whose appetite is prob- up in separate cars at a ridiculous time
ably the root of entire libraries of"Your in the morning. It's that no one is that
momma's so fat" jokes; she's not cool. infatuated with his or her loved one,
And then there's you two, who spend unless there is a catch. Legitimate
I0 minutes each morning drooling over catches involve one party being on a
each other. Well, you guys just need to tour of duty or fatally ill. I don't think
get a room. Or at least go back to that you quali fY for either. People are, howhotel room that you regularly rent so ever, infatuated with flings, especially
that you can screw around without your ones who are off limits.
~finding out.
I'm not going to give any arguments
Yeah, that's right; I'm on to you and for discontinuing the affair. I mean, you
your sick little affair. The entire damn probably live with someone you've
staff is on to you. And why shouldn't been dating or married to for God
we be? Every Monday morning, knows how long, and things got stale,
around 6:45 a.m., you roll up outside like they tend to sometimes. So you
in separate cars. Then, y!lu meet in started sleeping together; she would
front of the shop and shove your proliably check out your package and
tongues down each others throats for 3 shoot you a smile as you crossed in the

Dear adulturous yuppies,

Pillow talk
Right now my eyes arc on fire and
I' m having trouble star;ng at the screen
without my retinas burning and watering up. It's the tonure I put myso:lf
through after passing o•Jt with my contacts in and only getting about two
hours of decent sleep on top of that. I
should have known better than to put
myself through this, but I had more
important things on my mind last night
as I slipped in!<l bed with my new guy
I was ready for the sex, but not the discuJJion he brought with.
After plans to hang out last weekend
fell through, I was rnore than happy
when he rnade the: drive up from the:
t uborbt to hang out with me for the
night. Though I've: known him for at
lc:att two years, I'm u~~ed to hangintt
oot with him and our jVOup of mutual
(ric:ndJ, and therefore 8till frcl slightly
excited attd ncrvou~ when it'• juM thr
two of u• But for the rn~t p11rt, la&t
night went great; hc't a ~murtacs and
~:an di•h lr.~ek anything I send hi1 way,

plus he's a good, attractive guy who I feel
comfortable around.
As for the end of the
night. that was even better. We were squished
together pretty tightly in
m)· teeny twin bed. so
there wasn't really any
way to avoid touching
each other. which is
what we did all night.
There's nothing better
thar having good sex,
falling asleep and randomly waking up in the
middle of the night just
to do it all again. If I could wake up
ever/ morning by being felt up and
kissed on the neck- by the right person.
of course-my life would be a million
times better.
In between the sex, random couversation and some sleep, the whole night
was spent cuddling and giving cute little kisses. It was pretty awesome, in
my book, though I know it sounds
cheesy and gross for anyone not
involved. I especially think il's fu n to
~cc what a new guy will be like in bed,
both sexually and otherwise. I always
wonder, " Willi orgasm? Will he snore
and hog all the covers? Will he cuddle
aflcrwMds or ju8t roll over und Jrool
on my pillow?" We ll, last night the
answers werot lik~ thill: unfortunutely,
no: I'm more n cnvcr·hOQ than he i8;
he ol>viuusly cuddles: und I dldn ' t sec
~ny cltool a decent outcome by my

or

ft tulldllrd~.

hallway, a[\d he would glance at you
during meetings and imagine you
naked. That's fine. But you can'tjust go
around acting like that in public, even if
your respeciive spouses-and most of
Chicago-are still asleep and completely unaware of it. It's not the infidelity
that bothers. me; I actually find it rather
funny. I just think you two are completely intolerable.
'
So I've come up with a little plan for
you.·First, go home and buy: a·couple
coffee machines. I don't know if
you've realized this, but coffee shops
rip you off. So figure out how to make
your own coffee (it's really, really
easy), and buy a travel mug so you can
take it with you.
Then, ·fi.nd an alleyway somewhere.
There are ple'nty of 'em, and they're
easy to find, too: They run alongside
practically every street. So find one
you Iike, and make plans to nieei there
at 6:45 a.m. every Monday morning.
Bring your coffee mug with you.
Then, go there and make out all 'you
want. Take your clothes off for all I
care. Talk about how your spouses
don't suspect a thing. Put the · seats
back as far as they can go and pretend
you' re back in high school. It' ll be fun,
I promise. You may even get a :ittle
pride from the fact that you made your
own coffee. But, most importantly, I
won 't have to be so thoroughly disgusted so early in the morning.
Thanks,
Mark
mbyrne@chroniclemuil. com

We were lyi ng ther~ half-asleep when
h~ said. "Tiff, I have a question.
What's going on between us?" l froze
and felt my stomach tum. It was 4 :30
in the morning. and my mind couldn't
wrap itself around suc h a question. My
response: " Well, we're just hanging
out. I like you. though.''
Yikes. I'm an idiot. There's nothing
wrong with the question. but that's
obviously not the response he wanted.
and not the one I wanted to give. I just
wasn't capable of anything beyond
sleepy rambling and pillow \alk. Even
if I could go back in time and change
my response, I don't know what I
would say. I obviously like him and
want to keep seeing him more often,
but my defensive instinct to run nway
from anything relationship-wise is
fighting thai feel-good aspect. My life
as u si ngle girl is busy and fun. and l
like not being tied down, but l don't
want to lose my chuncc with him. The
pressure i! on. and I don't know what
to do. Just thinking about gettint: serious with someone right now is giving
me unxious butterflies.
•
I'm hanging out with him in a ·few
duys. nnd without n doubt we'll havt n
lot of fu n, plenty of sex. cuddle und be
two ~op le who nrc hnppily doting. I'll
toll: to him, hopol\1lly strnlghten my
nnswcr out. 1111d we' ll go from there,
one doy nt n time. Out from now on.
I•II be smart. think before I spenk and
dcflnltuly tnkc my contncts out boti'>rc
our bedtime 1\111.
thr~yn~(trlt'lrron/clema/1. t:Ohl

Remember the fun s\ll'lmertime before school
when every day was spent chasing cute butterflies
and scoping out the hotties at the beach? Well,
thanks to the dependably crazy weather of
Chicago, those days seem like a distant memory
from a past life.
Last week Chicago experienced solile ridiculously erratic weather when it went from the mid-70s
over the weekend and on Monday to snow flurries
and gusty winds on Thursday. So it's fun time with
Frosty and friends? The Chronicle thinks not. We
know it's inevitable that snow would eventuaUy
sneak its way into our lives, but here at The
Chronicle we dread the thought of layering on our
mittens, scarves, Ugg boots-because we' re so
stylish- hobo jackets and such when days before
we could walk out of our apartments in just a Tshirt and jeans.
Now, we don't mean to be hatin' on IIIIYOne's
mamas, but we have to give one big angry shout
out to Mother Nature. What's the deal with thar
lady? We know she likes to keep us on our toes, but
even Tom Skilling, the weather freak over at WGN,
had his panties all up in a bunch about the weather
change. According to a short weather'report by Mr.
Skilling, this was the second earliest snowfall in ·
· the past 71 years- yeah, it's crazy.
This is like when we used to track mud into the
house ancl"our ~nts mode us rub our noses in it
to see what we did wrong; wait, no, that was our
do~ getting punished for making poo-poo on the
floor. Well, either way, this must be Modl.tr
Nature's way of punishing I.IS for crappina Qll her
fond for the past thousand years.
We're sony, Mother, for contribulin& to &lobal
wannln& and causing mQfO clttrcme weather thin
nonnal. but you' ve just takcn·it too tit. Quit bei"'
such a jnckass and lot us enjoy .fall for • bit befOre
we have to don our hats and, glows.

' :-T. Bl'fiYIIII

~ ·.

'Jhe only thln11 now, thOuQh. Is thot
he pop~d the quc8tlun thot nl11ht too.

~ ~~~:t,.l;!! .e~ow~o~!~~~!; ~..,{$)
Mafk Byrne · mbyrn.Oehronlelemall.com • (312) 344·8969
MatY kroeek .. mkroeek@et.r<'nlelemall.eom • (312) 344·8971
Michael Clalro • rnelalre@ehronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8982
er.,t Whne • bWhn.OChronlclemall.eom • (312) 344·8970

Raunga Gylde
So, Ia that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the heartaln
each review and
uae thla handy
chart to find out.
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®®000

Downloc:id It
Pretty Enteftalnlng
Very Good

WOfd Up.
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Cyryl
Jakubowski

My beard: I haven 't felt this manly
s ince I watched a cock fight in·
Mexico. And in case you're wondering, Octolieard- where men celebrate
manhood in a non-chauvini stic way by
refusing to shave th eir beards for the
entire month- has an official website
Visit www.octobeardfest.com for all
the latest updates on this g roundbreaking event rapidly sweeping the
nation .
H omework: Homework or The
Chronicle? My professors know the
answer to this question. Please, teach-·
. ers, go easy with my grades this
semeste r- especiall y you, Mrs.
Barlow.
Homeless guy: After the Vietnam film
and Fonda Q&A here at school, I was
harassed and followed by a man
demanding-not asking-for my change.
He was nice enough to compliment my
beautiful date (hi, Myriam), but told me
he' d "pop me" if I didn't give him
money for a burger. I consider myself
considerate and thoughtful, especially to
the less fortunate, but when you threaten
me in front of a g irl, then follow us to
Got Pizza, I start picturing Edward
Norton, Brad Pin, brass knuckles and
techno music.
Laundry: I haven't done it in a w hile
· " tSOH)O if we ride in a cro.wded elevator together.
Pablo Nerud a: The greatest Spanis hspeaking poet of the 20th century has
been comforting me during those
,lonely nights when the wine and Bjork
videos fail to suffice.

Deadlines: According to Thesaurus.com,
a deadline is "the time by which something must be finished or submitted." In
my definition, it's the time that prevents
you from shooting yourself in the head
due to stress. See stress.
Stress: What a great motivational tool. If
it wasn't for stress, I wouldn't be heading
for AA , smoking like a malfunctioning
John Deere tractor and cursing during
"Sesame Street" reruns. Nothing is better
than feeling the pressure of classes and
deadlines-they make life fruitfu l. Plus
you can always refer to the film Bad
Santa and say " I'm on my fucking lunch
break!" w hen someone is giving you shit.
Arc hival porn: Through sources wh ich
will remain unnamed, I' ve acquired a
nice collection of ' 80s Hustlers and ' 70s
Playboys. Everyth ing "was hairy ba~k
then. The humor was right up my alley.
And as Adam Sandier said in that 1996
movie Bulletproof, "This is a '70s porno.
You know how I can tell? Because the
guy's dick has sideburns."
What your mother warned you about:
We used to play in playpens, now we
play at gentlemen's clubs called
Playpen's. Here's to gentlemen's clubsas a reporter, that's where you see the
true nature of humanity gone berserk.
Plus, why does stripper perfume smell
like, we ll, stripper perfume?
'
Hinckley S prings: After all is said and
done, after a lith e booze has finished
wrecking the liver, after all the smelly lap
dances and smoked cigarette buns, water
gets you clean, quenches all thirsts and
gets that stripper perfume off your
c!othes.

M ustache rides: That 's right. I' m
officially a cross between a s~rawn y
James Bond vi llain and a '70 s gay
porn star with this wicked 'stache.
Scruffy gay dudes: I recent I/ went to
a gay bar for the firs t time in almost a
year. Aside from remembering why I
avoid such destinations , I was frustrated by the lack of scruffy gay dudes
and an abundance of g uys who are different shades of the same terrib le rainbow.
Deat h by cross-dresser: I almost got
hit by a van the other mornin g when
the driver was making a turn . He was
too busy staring at the cross-dresser
standing on the street corner and didn' t realize he was about to hit me as I
wal ked across the street. Thank s a lot,
buddy.
Venture Brothers: The second season
of this "Jonny Quest" parody has
rocked out-with its cock out. How
could a cartoon with a Jackie-0- looking transsexual named Dr. Girlfriend
and a Russian assassin named
Molotov Cocktease not be awesome?
Seriously, this season has be~n a wet
dream come true with episodes including a Son of Sam lampoon of ScoobyDoo and Dr. Venture 's bodyguard
Brock Samson riding a pin k dolphin in
a sea of blood.
Liam Lynch: I know it 's going to be
an awesome day when I wake up to
Liam Lynch 's "United States of
Whatever.n

During a private service on Oct. 1. two friends of Seth Thomas, a 23-year-o ld photographer who was struck and killed by a
train in Hobart, Ind. cne week earlier, pause to view photographs of·him. The unofficial service, organtzed by members of an
Internet forum created by Thomas, was held in an abandoned church in Gary, Ind., frequently photographed by Thomas. The
service was attended tr; more than 30 close friends a nd family members.
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Sketch comedy from hell
Chicago show parodies evangelical hell houses
By Mark Byme/A&E Editor

parody of the real thing . The production, like the real hell houses .

When
some
Pentacostal
churches set up "hdl houses"
filled with depictio ns of rape.
sex. dmgs and abortions. they

sins like abortion and dmg abuse .

want to scare their visi tors into

The messages, however. arc dras-

accepting their view of Chri stian
faith. Whrn an improv troupe in
C hicago does the same thing.
they're going for laughs.
Midnight Hell House. a production at the Pl aygro und
Theatre. 3209 N. Halsted St..
brings religious fanaticism to
hght in a humorous hour-long

tica!ly different: Traditional hell
houses offer a study of sinners:
with Midnight llcll House. that
same focus is on the fundamentalis t Christia ns who sponsor
them.
The show. "hich is going into
its third year. was inspired by the
200 I documentary Hc/11/ouse. A

features characters committing

Actor Andy Butterma~.er shows off the M1dn1ght Hellhouse
Handbook after a show.

hell house, used by a handful o f
Pcntacostal Churches and more
common in the South, is oflen set
up like a real haunted house, but
filled wit h actors depicting sinners in order to clari fy what an
eternity in hell would be like.
Cholley Kuhaneck, the arti stic
director of the show, came up
with the idea partl y because hell
ho uses arc rarely found in this
part of the country. Though it is a
comedy. she said the show is not ·
meant to be offensive to
C hri stians.
" Basica lly. the characters are
really. really earnest- they JUS!
don't know what they' re doing."
Kuhancck said.
Howeve r earnest. though.
some Chris tian groups aren't
impressed.
"Theater companies hate the
lmth," sa id Flip Benham. the
director of Operation Save
America. a Christian group based
in Dallas. " Hell houses expose
the lie. They say, 'We want you to
know the truth: When you die.
you're gomg to spend au eternity
Ill one place or the other. and perhaps it would be a good idea 1f
you accept Christ m your heart
now. and then you ' ll end up in
heaven ....
According to Kuhancck. some
people go to the shows with different expectatiOns. Audience
members occasiona lly show up
thinking it will be a rea l hell
ho use. Some people. she sa1d,

Actors Paul Brittain, foreground, and Todd Edwards tempt teens
with the lure of alcohol abuse.

walk out when they find o ut it is
fake. Others walk out because
they th ink it is real.
Todd Edwards plays several
roles in the production, including·
Satan and a rapist. He said that
because they make the production seem so real, the audience is
able to j udge the hell houses for
themselves. However, like most
art, it is subjective.
"Some people will see it for
what it is," Edwards said. "Other ·
people have different takes altogether. And I'm fme with that."
Because it is a touchy subject,
Kuhaneck concluded that a level
o f tolerance is needed to enjoy
the show.
" Bas1cally, if you are very dogmatic about one side or the other,
you'll probably be offended by
the show," Kuhaneck said.
"However. if you bring an open
mind. you'll pro bably think the
show IS hilarious."
For Benham. hell houses are a
valuable part of the Christian

community because of their
frankness about sin and an etemiry in hell.
"Hell houses deal with the reality of what happens when sin is
involved in a young person's
life," Benham said. "You'll find
kids commilling suicide [and)
pictures of mothers getting an
abortion, killing little baby boys
and girls. These things are awesome in their presenta6on."
Kuhaneck said that she and the
theater company are not trying to
make a mockery of anything. In
fact, she agrees with some of
their messages.
"Ob\'iously, it's a bad idea to
do drugs," Kuhaneck said.
"There are things that are very
true about what they believe. It's
just, why do they go over the
point that we no rmally feel comfortable? Why do they do that?"
Benhem 's answer: Because it
\Vorks.
mbyme@chroniclemaih:om
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0Elton! My coptoin! The bitch is bock
New Effon John album is so-so sequel to 30-year-old classic
By Brent Steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor

Elton John has established from the early '70s who can longtime collaborator Bernie
himself as one of rock's most · match John 's profundity and Taupin, the duo has recorded a
new album : The Captain and the
fla~hy and flamboyant figures
consistency.
since emerging in the early ' 70s,
It's been two years since his Kid-a solid, cohesive record
and maintained a successful last album , the IJolished and that rivals some of John's best
career by adhering to one basic, reflective Peachtree Road- a far · work in years.
Though Kid doesn' t produce
but effective, formula: writing cry from 2001's Songs From the
good pop songs-which isn't as- West Coast, which dragged and any standout radio hits, it 's still
simple as it sounds. It's hard to received
mixed·
reviews. super poppy. " Wouldn 't Have
name one solo artist still around Teaming up once again with Yc u·Any Other Way," an ode to
New York City, is heavi ly
descriptive, catchy and sounds
.like something you ' d hear
.played in the background of a
Sept. II tribute movie. Crooning
the lyric "They' ll never s ink this
ship" feels like both a battle cry
and reassurance to those who
were in New York City that tragic day.
Yet John makes this song personable as he reminisces and
remembers experiences he 's had
in NYC: ''Turned up our collars
to the chill of the wind/Caught
an innocent smile/From a taxi at
the lights/Not something you 'd
see on a New York street. "
Vulnerable
ye t
revealin g,
"Wouldn ' t Have You Any Other
Way" is easily this album 's best
track.
Things take a somber and serious tum on Kid with " Blues
Never Fade Away," a reflective
song that pays tribute to loved
MCT
ones John has lost over the
'The Captain and The Kid,' in stores now, is the follow-up to- ·captain years-including one to AIDS
Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy.' 'Captain Fantastic' was the "before it even had a name,"

first album ever to enter t he U.S. charts at No. 1.

ANNEITE
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BRIAN
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ALEC
BALDWIN

JOSEPH

TRI ~

EVAN RACHEL
WOOD

FIEN~ES

JILL
CLAYBURGH

John sings--and celebrates the
living. John doesn't note any
names, perhaps ot:t of respectthough he was probably thinking
of Princess Diana, for whom he
re-recorded the mons ter hit
"Candle in the Wind"- but that
doesn' t take away from the
song's
depth.
Constructed
around an incendiary and epic
chorus. " Blues Never Fade
Away" avoids falling victim to
being another formulaic ballad.
However, this album does
have some filler. " I Must Have
Lost it on the Wind" bleeds with
a heavily cliched hobo twa'ng
and a semi-sassy swing, sounding like it was written by a
depressed
Michael Bolton
attempting to tum country. And
"The Bridge" finds John abandoni ng his eloq uent, we llexpressed lyrics fo r vague
metaphors- " !' ve seen the
bridge/ And the bridge is long"
as a metaphor for life-and nonex i's tent substance. Mus ically,
this song picks up at the end
with some nice piano work , but
the coloring is ove rshadowed
with words that sound like they
were written by an inexperienced and reflective fi fth grader.
But where the album fails is
where it succeeds. Kid is the
long-time-coming sequel to
1975's
brilliant
Captain
Fanta stic and the Brown Dirt

JOSEPH
CROSS
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Cowboy, and deliberately distances itself from the old masterpiece. The former was a concept
album which detailed the careers
of John and Tau pin. But here, the
songs sound fresher, livelier and
lyrically more direc t than the
predecessor. Naturall y, the production is better, which creates a
poised and polished feel.
Retaining his eloquence and
not straying too far from his formula has allowed John to maintain a career through the decades
and, most importantly, influence
new generations of musicians. It
would be remiss not to note his
impact- which is indeed often
overlooked when credit is paid
to artists like Phil Collins, Marc
Cohn and the Scissor Sistersand admire his determ ination to
craft the ultimate song, something which John fail s to do
here, but has done many, many
times in the past.
bwhite@chroniclemail.com

'The Captain and the
Kid'
Elton John
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No 'Trouble' _
gelling published
A Chicago author's first book makes the trip from pen to print
By Mark Byme/ A&E Editor

hicagoan Patrick Somerville
has all the right ingredients
for a career as a writer.
He s tudied Eng lish as an
undergrad at the University o f
Wisconsin and went on to get an
MFA in creative writing at
Cornell University. The 28-yearold's fi rst book. Troubll•. a collection of short stories. is the cui-

C

mination of the two years spent
studying at Co rnell. and was
released on Sept. 12.
However impressive, though,
qualifications like that are unimportant in the world o f book
publishing.
Somerville said that going for
an MFA in creative writing, even
at Cornell, dido ' t open the doors
to the publishing world
that it wa5 rumored
to.
Pr:>grams like the
one at Cornell and
tion writing major can
develop a writer 's
technique,
but
many accounts
suggest that a
speci fie college
education won' t
get him in the
door at a publishing house.
w h

ognized that grad school certainly helped him grow as a
writer, he said the most important s tep was being published in
a literary journal.
" It's at least one credential to
make some editorial assistant in a
literary magazine s low down and
read your stuff," Somerville said.
He got a s tory published in a
" pretty good" literary magazir.e
called One Story, and after that, it
became much eas ier to get an
agent.
Somervill e said he always
wrC'Ite. but rarely showed it to
others until midway through co llege. He started out a pre-med
student , but reali zed that his pass ions lay elsewhere.
"[ was sort of terrified of the
idea [of becoming a writer]
because you couldn 't make a living doing it," Somerville said.
" As college went on, it became
clear to me what I really enjoy
doing."
After college, Somerville
moved to San Francisco and then
New York. It was there that a few
of

"I think that new authors get
According to an editor at
Houghton Miffiin, a large pub- their first book published, but it's
lishing house in New York, edu- not given the pul!licity backup
cational background isn 't really that it needs," Albers , said. "It
considered when reading a manu- doesn't do any good for a book to
script. This is because the author be published if it gets [neglected)
needs to first go through an on the marketing."
Albers thinks there may be
agent, who then sends the book to
different publishing houses. Most some focus on commercialism in
edi tors have a group of agents the publishing process that makes
it hard for new authors to get
they work with.
After that, it can take anywhere through. Their literary talent, he
from 24 hours to a couple months said, might not always . take
before it is mov.ed on to the next precedence above their marstage. She said for most publish- ketability.
ing house~ in New York, it needs
"I think it's gotten progressiveto go from an editor to an acqui- ly harder as the publishers have
sitions committee, a board that been swallowed up by media
decides whether or not the com- conglomerates," Albers said.
pany is going to take it on. The "They tend to look more at the
board d~cides on the amount of bottom line, and they want books
the advance, and other specifics that are going to he blockfor the. book's release.
busters."
Jonathan Messinger, co-owner
Currently, Somerville is an ediof Featherproof Books in tor at Northwestern University
Chicago, reads plenty of man!J- and teaches creative writing at the
scripts, and said there arer. 't real- Graham School o f General
ly any definitive things in a book Studies at the University of
that will mark it as good or bad. Chicago. He also' taught English
However, tliere are a few things and creative writing at Cornell
that he looks for, like a well-edit- University following his graduaed manuscript, because it shows tion. Both schools have been
the author put a lot of work into lenient with his schedule to allow
it. Messinger considers publica- time for his book tour, which has
tion in a literary journal unimpor- taken him to New York, Boston,
tant.
Minneapolis, Seattle and Portland.
" It sort of catches our eye, but · His most recent stop was for a
I really couldn ' t care less," book reading and an appearance
Messinger said. " And I don't care on the local news in Green Bay,
where they went to college. It Wis., his hometown.
may get your feet in the door in
Regardless 9f his path toward
some places, but it is mostly just publication or the details associabout the work.''
ated with it, he's just happy to
Trouble was published by have completed the process once.
Vintage. and Somerville has been
"It's pretty spectacular to just
pretty satisfied with the publicity have this object, this finiahed
the company has gotten him. But product," Somerville said
Randy Albers, the chairman of
And he's working on writing
Columbia ·s Fiction Writing second.
Department, said that is not
always the case.
mbyrne@chronic/emaiLcom
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But despite closures of alleys like Marigold Bowl and
Dl.'s Plainl.'s Bowling Lanes, many venue owners and
mannge rs have se('n a surge in mterest during the prl.'·
vious few seasons and many argue that Chicago bowling
culture is actually finer than a good ol' sarsaparilla .
"Bowling has always been a popular activity here,"
said Phil C'arneol. manager at Southport Lanes. 3325 N.
Sou thport Avt•. "!Jut OVI'r the lnst couple of yPars we've
I'Xp(' n (' nCf'd inrrt"a!wd onl!'r<'st."
Rohhy Kuhn . owm•r of Tim her l.stn<'s Bowling Ce nter,
I R!l I W lrvong Park Road . for mort:' than 20 y<'ars, has
!!('('n thf' nur tuatoon • Ill n •s ldf:'nts' llll<'rest.
Al'cordonc to Kuhn . tlw hl'yduy of Chocnl(o howlonc
o·am" aft<·r tho• o·o n st nll'tJon of thl' lnccl'r allt•v• lokt•
llo v•·rHt'Y Hl\·•·r and Wa\'l•lnnd Bowl 111 tlw lat" ·;;ils. Tlw
f'TI'aiHIIl of tht'"' ' laqw a ll..ys huilt 11 stronc howlonc !'Ill
t 11n• that dodn'l '"'IIIII to n•cr..ss Ulltll tht> 'iOs 1\ut lokt•
ll Wf• lt Offit •d Hl'ld naHhhllt'k , hoWJII\1( hns 01\t'l' 111:11111
~ ran • d ('hwaJ.!o'N

collt•ctl\it•

tHihron~ctou~ .

th" JnHI thrt•t• to four Yl'llrH It's collt•n II lot
fH'opltt lift' ~t·ltlllJ,C mon• und mort• tnlo 1t."
Kllhll Hllld "Wo.'n· Hlllrlllljllll
II nux of )'11\llljll'r kuls
1'1HI1UlJ;!' to t}H! Jnn••fo' IIJ(IIIfl"
Tho• n ••llfl(''lll'' ' 111 ( 'hH'IIjlo howllnl( t'lllt un• ha•
" ()v i'T

J.~ tron ii • • r .

II'''

lwnHlH' 11 vu·u hh· tn·ntl wrth )4t1Vt~rnl MW 11nky rww howhnt{
"J.oullfflll'~"

find1111( 1\I'W d<twntown honH'H Oldo·r hw11
havt• 11i "'u IUV4•Mft•fl nturP IHOI1f1Y 111fn tht•tr Jnnt•M ,
wrth ,... v.. rnl ulltt'r <-4 rt•t·•·rvtn.: fHHJor rPtHtvntlunto~ Tht•
( ' hn•n~« h• VI Nift•d _.u nn•· of ( ' hu-nlo!n'~t fnwJott lnrw lot·ntton,.

lltH1 W

,lflfl fw uHI thnl
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"During prohibiti0111 the business people
here had to make money, legally and illeplly,"
Carneol said. "Legally they constructed a .p.ia·
· ture ballroom that could be rented out for meetiap sal;.
parties, and then they built the bowling alley."
This multifunctional tavern has retained many
outlaw roota with aU the original bowling eqtllip,mtillt;
sexually suggestive murals and even the old Schlita
draft house globe above the en~. Alley lmp)cjyeM
also still set the pins by hand.
"We're one of five businesses in the country that
does this," Carneol said.
;
Along with the traditional pin setting, Sou~
Lanes asks bowlers to: "Remember, if you Me ~
Don't bowl!" With only four lanes, t,hough, the~._.
to get log jammed. but waiting at the bar usually mabe
up for this small inconvience. Bowling will run you S»
$:10 pPr hour, with weekends usually being the . . .
l'XJlt' nsiVt' times.

,\notlwr one of Chirngo'8 oldt1st bowling alleys. aM
l>lvt•rs••.v Ht~<·k 'n' Bowl. 2211 W. Div~t'>ley Ave., ....
undt•rjlont• lliHJor rt•tmvatiOn!O to nttract a YG'&DI"'
('rnwd

"It'>< n fun pla,·t•," ,.,ltd J~· yt>l\r·old ~:ric Rite, a
I hv.•rso•y 1\nwl pntrnn. "It's 11 ~.'llod plllt't• to drtnlt .....
nnd r11n1t• h11nl( nut wtlh frto•nd,. ."
n,.,.lllh• lt•h'" nt't'ulnd•·~. tht• nlmtlolph~no ia ...,, a.l
11111lv HuhurlHm. hut th1" "' 11 tnt•• bnwlil\lr Aile)' . . .
Ill til',., pun! tnhlt•" nnd modt•rllh•ly prtt't'd plk'.._. fll
\11vnno• who'" t•Vt•r hnwlt'd 111 11 lA.... 1.'111110"1tle ....... .
l'11111plt•O( Will ht_• fllllllhllr With tht• ~hlp. IUIQII):Jl. .
hl(ht,. 111111 w .. mtt' dt•lltllll- po•ppo•r tht> wlllll aacl .......
11nd tlw Hnwll 11f 111\t'hn t'h'"'"''· whilt> not,.._.._
nnt "''''111 nut o•f pin•~· Wtth '"' n'lll """'~
11lh·v·,. phlltllt' mtn IIW<htlt' rttv '" tlll\'\'tlun~v b U..
11"""""'' tuko·l~·'· "Our l.lpt~ nn• ~1.0(1" ,oum•how
w1•1l w1th "An• !\( Hplldt"'" ""'' ot.Mr h1p AAUUIC .......,._,..
nut~ ,\ hu1t• Will run ~'Uti Sill $:1!l. wtlh th
Nlllllil~
""'' ' t Inil·~ 1111\llllly llttrh~ tho• W\-..k~"d. With ,
'"""'' ' '"''· tlu.. nlh•v 1~ pl'rf\'\'11\tr ho~t~tat bowl rt.
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Contrasting Diversey's huge league environment is another s·m all Chicago
bowling classic, the Seven Ten Lounge, 2747 N. Lincoln Ave. Seven Ten offers
one of the best bowling atmospheres in the city and is Chicago's original
lounge and bowl. With a Chet Baker sense of cool and the feel of a hip
Brooklyn ~ve bar, the Seven Ten Lounge is the creme de Ia creme of
Chicago bowling. The lounge and dining area are separated from the
lanes so weary bowlers seeking refuge from t he pin·cra&hing mayhem
have the opportunity to do so. The lanes themselves have a classic bowl·
· in g decor. With battered pins, vintage knuckled ashtrays and the old·
fashioned ball returns, these lanes have some old-school charm. But
with only eight lanes, the wait can grow quickly on weekend nights.
Billiards is also offered, and with a full menu and more than 40 types
of bottled beer, there truly is something for everyone. A lane will run
you $20·$30 per hour, and billiards will cost you $15·$20 per hour.
The only thing missing is Saddam handing you some sanitized two·
toned shoes, a Ia The Big Lebowski.

1. . . . . . . . . .
One of two new downtown bowling boutiques, the 10 Pin
Bowling Lounge, 330 N. State St., entices customers with
some expensive amenities. This upscale lounge exudes a
Jackie Treehorn kind of elegance, with a posh mahogany bar
and large flat-screen TVs. But class and elegance won't
throw you a strike, and the music here won't get you on
your feet. Although ev~ry song played has a video accom·
paniment, the jukebox is constantly lobbing turds like
Eric Clapton's "My Father's Eyes" onto the screen. The
menu is diverse, and the fries are simply magical.
However, the space feels squished together with the
lounge fighting for space amid the b9wling lanes. The
coziness does tend to amplify the noise, but that just
makes the sound of a strike all the more satisfying.
Bowling will run you $4.95·$6.95 per game. The var
ious drink specials are a plus, and Monday's $2 per
game special is the true ringer.

The other new downtown boutique, Lucky
Strike Lanes, 322 E. Illinois St., is located next
to the AMC River East 21 Theater. Despite its
pricey admission- bowling will run you
$4.95·$6.95 per game and $45·$65 per
hour-this L.A. import wins hands-down in
the looks department. Visually the place
mixes rockabilly undertones with some
juicy Hollywood fluff. Contemporary
designer couches are sprawled a ll over
the large lounge/dining area and the
lanes are spared the tack,- cosmic
graphics.
"This places digs into your wallet,
but you can definitely see why,'' said
Jonathan Casey, an out·of·state fire·
fighter.
Looks aside, the place offers 18
bowling lanes, six of which can be
privately reserved, and 11 billiards tables. Video monitors
above the lanes sometimes dis·
play still. photography and sur·
real videos from local artists.
While the stylish atmosphere
is fun to be immersed in, ulti·
mately the whole place feels
impersonal and pricey.

,,

1IIE lllflll BOIL
Over the last few decades
the Fireside Bowl, 2646 W.
Fullerton Ave., has become one
of Chicago's more infamous
alleys, yet the chipped paint, beer
stained drop-ceiling tiles and punk
rock bass thumps are all kaput.
Fueled by neighborhood complaints
and lackluster musical bills, the
Fireside transformed itself back into
a respectable bowling alley. Although
barflies and spirits still line the bar
and the large red sign still blazes out·
side, the soul of the place has been extin·
guished. Yet bowling here is cheap-$15·
$20 an hour depending on the day of the
week-which still makes the Fireside a
great Fri<;lay night destination.

._.COUismiiiiiMES
Lincoln Square Lanes, 4874 N. Lincoln Ave.,
is one of the city's more peculiar bowling venues.
Located on the second floor of its Lincoln Avenue
home, the natural bounce of the floor would usu·
ally be better suited for a dancehall or ballet class·
room. Like Southport and Seven Ten, this bowling
alley radiates an.old·school type of feel. The benches
and walls smother you in different variations of
creams, oranges and browns. Forget the multi-colored
gumdrop balls of other lanes: There are an unusual
number of black balls that are just waiting to be thun·
dered down the lanes. With league bowling an~ games
costing only $3.50, this a lley is a great deal-just make
sure you know how to pencil in your owa scores.
With enough pin and ball action to satisfy even the era·
ziest German nihilists, Chicagoans will always be able to
find a great spot to bowl, even if it is on Shabbos.

mclaire@chroniclemail.com

Exhibit honors lite
through deoth
Chicago fine arts museum celebrates
Days of the Dead
Itt Kl1stln Kalter/Staff Writer
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ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
EXHIBITION, OCTOBER 9- NOVEMBER 17, 2006
RECEPTION: OCTOBER 26. 2006, 5 7PM
BEST OF ,SHOW PRESENTATIONS: 5:30P M
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was established
in 1974 to encourage both undergraduate and graduate Columbia
College Ch icago students to complete projects in all fields of
communication. With projects spanning 10 disciplines from 47
artists. this year's exhibition cuts a creative swath across themes
as d ivergent as the business of dying. professio nal wrestling, and
synesthetic experiences.
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SNAP TO GRID, OCTOBER 20 - NOVEMBER 10, 2006
RECEPTION : OCTOBER 24. 5 - ?PM
CURATEO BY TRACY TAYLOR. ALYSIA KAPLAN . AND MICHELLE WASSON

Snap to Grid Is an exhibition conce1ved of and jurled by three
Chicago artists who currently teach digital media In Ch icago's
premiere college Institutions- Columbia College and The School of
the Art lnstltute of Chicago. Envis ioned as an exhibiti on opportunity
for students who currently use digital med ia as a tool In their
creative process. the jurors selected artwork directly from their
departments by students whose work exhibits exemplary craft and
thouallt· provok1n1 ideas .
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CELIA HERRERA RODRIQUEZ
A PlltAYIR TO THE MOTHER WATERS FOR PlACE
OCTOBER 12 - NOVEMBER 8 . 2006
In c.<>nJunctton w1th the Columbia Colle&• Chlcaao FOCO Festival. The
Glass Curt•tn Gallery preMnt. the lnatalletlon end performance A
Prayar to til• Mothar Watafl for Paaco by Cella Herrere Roortauez.

A Pr11yar for tha Mothar Watar1 for Paaca thouahtfully lddrtttll
Issues C1f economics. wer end ecoloay. Tl'!ts multl -meolltnstllletton
ltnd J)fJrformance will b d.termlneo by the colleborttlvl efforts of
C.ll1t HMr ra Aoortau ' · stu<lents of Columbia Colle&& CIIIOIIO end
IUMt !>ilrformers On October 12. the edllbltiOn wilt debut with an
laborete, muttltn Ole c r rnontll bla Ina us1n1 water oolleoted
trorn reft ot conflict cro tl'le lfobe

c paces.colum.edu

Most people like to hide their skeletons in
the closet, but not the Mexican artists and
families who celebrate los Dias de los
Muertos, or the Days of the Dead, on Nov. I
and Nov. 2.
For the Meltican holiday, skeletons and
skulls symbolize relatives or loved ones
who have passed away, and families honor
them in art, offerings and altars and by visiti ng their graves.
The Meltican Fine Arts Center Museum
in Little Village/Pilsen, 1401 W. 18th St.,
showcases art and other traditions associated with this holiday at their Day of the
Dead elthibit, which runs through Dec. I 0.
Unlike years past. the clthibit is dedicated
to the C hicago community in honor of the
museum "s 20th anniversary.
Many of this year's participants are not
artists. but community members who celebrate the Day of the Dead in their homes.
sa id Cesarco Moreno, visual arts director
and curato r for the Mexican Fine Arts
Center Museum. The relatives of those
honored in the exhibit donated items and
placed them on the altars.
"Going through this process is a journey:· said Rita Arias Jirasek. who has an
altar on d1splay m memory of her mother.
Canncn Mana Arias. "The best thing about
11 1s that it helps us get over our loss by
s haring her with the public. She loved people."
Arias. who worked as .a social worker
and activist. was 82-years-old when she
doed. It er altar incl udes her favorite
foods chocolate. tequila and tama lespictures of her and her famil y and butterfl oc• .
Two a ltars honor Fnc Solorio. who was a
Ch ocago police officer. and Jose C hapa. a
poonccr of Span1sh- langua6c news radio m
Ch ocago. C hapa 's altar looks like a news
desk. complete with a tape deck. typewntcr. on-air li ght and his Journalist of the
Centu ry award.
On the Wcsl S1de. at the Talcott Fine Arts
and Museum Academy. IK40 W. Ohio St..
students and staff had their own intcrpn:tolions of the Day of the Dead. Each year. the
Mex1c11n Fmc Arts Center Museum chooses a school to set up a display at the elthib11. Takon made a memorial for Melticans
who d1ed wh1lc tryin11 to cross the border
mto the United States . A fence gates ofT

their altar, the ground is sandy, and on 1M
side walls of the display bang empty water ·
cartons, through which skeleton heads can
be seen. A stencil-like cutout bangs with a
sign that reads, "Death of a Dream."
Nino Rodriguez, an artist and a
Columbia interactive multimedia graduate,
has a mural on display that he painted
directly onto the drywall. The mural represenl3 life and death, and at 1M bottom is
Mother Earth, who is giving birth to life
from darkness. Rodriguez said his styles
range from graffiti art to cultural and religious Mexican art. He believes that not
everyone may understand his creations.
" Mexicans who have been in the United
States for I 00 years might not get the same
thing out of it as those that came here two
days ago," be said.
Many people oul3ide the Mexican community accept the holiday, said Crystal
Barrios. tour guide at the Mexican Fine
Arts Center Museum.
" I think older people, or those who have
lost loved ones, respond best to the exhibition." Moreno said. "It bas very little to dowith race or religion, but rather with one's
personal experience."
Still, Barrios thinks that some might
have misconceptions about it.
" People think Mexicans are not afraid of
death, but that's not true-we just accept it
as a part of life," Barrios said.
Aside from browsiq the ~.
tors at the museum can also take pat in
interactive displays that celebrate the holiday. A wall in the courtyard gallery at the
museum is set aside where visitors c:.dedicate or remember a loved ooe by writing a message to them on pieces of papv
set up then:.
The Mondragon family from Mexico
offers a sugar skull demoostnatioo at the
museum every day except Monday~
Nov. 3. The sugar skulls an: little skull
candy heads. and have names writteD 011
them. It's tradition to give tbese to ftieDds
for the holiday.
"By acc:eptina one, you an:
death." Barrios said. "You eat it. but deMII
will eventually eat you. ~

emtnc:ma

Reliving the 'Niohtmore:

Burton's classic film rereleased for its 73th anniversd.ty
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor
"'Twas a long time ago, longer
now than it seems, in a place that
perhaps you've seen in your
dreams." Says the narrator at the
beginning of Tim Burton's The
Nightmare Before Christmas,
which premiered 13 years ago,
and will be rereleased in !MAX
and 3-D on Oct. 20.
Tqe film, which has gained a
cult-like following since its
release in 1993, has kept a strong
fan base due to its characters,
story and use of stop motion.
"At the time the film came out, it
took stop motion to the next level,"
said Ron Fleischer, a faculty member in Columbia's film department.
" It was unique in the sense that it
went !Tom Tim Burton's designs,
and made a statement using a technique no one was using at the
time."
·
Many film buffs enjoy the animated feature because of its use
of stop motion, a techrrique that
uses puppets with movable joints
and positions them in tiny increments to create the impression of
action on film. Burton's puppets
also had replacement heads to ·
give each character different
facial expressions.
For others, the appeal of
Nightmare is the fact that it takes
Burton 's eye for the unusual and
creates a story not just about the
holidays but also about characters
that have mostly good intentions,
yet are dark and intricate at the

same time. There's Sally, the marketing for Nightmare has
kindhearted creat ion of Dr. been widespread, from pins to tFinkelstein , who has a lot of shirts to toys of the characters.
There are also numerous fan
affection toward the main character, Jack Skellington. Skell ington websites dedicated to the film,
is the eyeless, stick figure-like including halloweento-;,n .org and
skeleton who longs for something . n ightmarebeforechris tma s. net,
more than Halloweentown, where which is a virtual encyclopedia of
he is !Toni. Hi s pet ghost dog, anything related to the fi lm ,
Zero, follows him wherever he including the handedness of each
goes. And, of course, there's the character.
villain: Oogie Boogie, a sack of
" The film was always popubugs who loves to gamble with lar," Fleischer said. ·'It spawned
others'lives on the line.
so much merchandise. I see kids
Tim Rogers, a Columbia film in the animation department
major. says he connects most to with bags that have the characthe character of Skellington, the ters on them . It's never really
Pumpkin King of Halloweentown. gone away."
" I totally relate to Jack because
Even with all the hype that the
he's s uch a free spirit," Rogers film has received, including an
sa id. " He makes a s tatement Oscar nomination in 1994 for best
about societv because he wants to visual effects, there are many who
explore and. everyone can relate have never seen the film and some
to that feeling of wanting to find that still don't care to. Josh
Aderhold, a Columbia film major,
somethi ng new."
Rogers is a big fan of Burton's is one of them.
work and said Burton was one of
" I don't-have the interest to see
the reasons he went into film.
it," Aderhold said. " I've never
:'[Burton) is my inspiration," seen it, and I don't even know if
Rogers said. " Production design I've seen any of Burton's films."
is a big element in Burton 's
Aderhold said he'd prefer to go
work. l-Ie has a very visual style. see a fi lm like the new Martin
I like how dark the film is, yet it Scorsese fi lm, The Departed,
incorporates fantasy without because he identifies Scorsese
bein3 too morbid."
with more classic film s, like
Last year, three of the animated Goodfe/las. Aderhold is not alone
films nominated for an Oscar in his opinion of Burton.
used stop motion. Tim Burton 's
Christopher Bowen, a teaching
assistant for Columbia's animation
Corpse Bride was one of them .
Since its first release in 1993, department, believes Nightmare

•
-

NEW LINE

Director Tim Burton 's 'The Nightmare Before Christmas· will be
rereleased in 3-0 and IMAX on Oct. 20.
has a lot of problems.
"I hated it," Bowen said. " I
thought the singing and dancing
was repetitive. The character
designs were OK .... You get no
clue of the character's history or
how the town got started. I fee l like
Tim Burton owes me money after
seeing this film. I want my $8.50
back."
Yet, Fleischer thinks the rerelease will be successful because
it's gained a cult-like popularity

C IN~I
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•nd

and: the 3:D'feature p~ts a new spin
on it to bring audiences back.
"People will go see it anyway,". Fleischer said. "The 3-D
and !MAX feature may bring in
20 to 25 percent more of a draw.
It 's become a cult classic, a classic in its own right.
It'll be
really cool."

mkroeck@chroniclemoil.com
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
STOP BY

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
WWW.C')LUMB IACH RONICLE.COM

33 E. Congress, Suite 224 •

C~icago

Today, October 16th, to pick up
a complimentary pass to a special screening

TONIGHT
of the highly anticipated new film
from director Todd Field ("In the Bedroom").
Check out the trailer, synopsis and more at
www.littlechildrenmovie.com
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Critic ol everything
Chicago man reviews everday items
By Colleen Mastony; MCT
The world has plenty of critics:
film critics, restaurant critics,
music critics. But Kevin Elliott, a
27-year-old Chicago waiter and
bookstore worker, outdoes them
all. He is a critic of everything.
Taxi rides across town, four
loads oflaundry at Spin Cycle, the
card he bought for his grandmother's birthday. He scribbles opinions about them all, pos!ing
reviews seven days a week. nearly
365 days a year, on his website,
consumatron.com. A head of iceberg lettuce, six-packs of Old
Style beer, Soft Choice toilet
paper. Elliott believes the mundane purchases add up: But there
are some limits to what he
reviews.

" I don't review rent and utilit-ies," he said during lunch at
Earwax Cafe, 1561 N. Milwaukee
Ave.. later rated 4.25 out of 5, in
Wicker Park, explaining that he
wants to keep some financial
details private.
· Earnest and introspective with
shaggy blond hair and s mall,
round, ·wire-rimmed glasses,
Elliott said he 's not out to change
the world. He just wants to
observe it and then give everything a score from I to 5.
" I think it's interesting to examine the everyday things in life," he
said. ·•1 don 't want to get too
preachy or deep."
The result is d consumer diary
of sorts-Zagats, MySpace and
Consumer Reports roiled into

one-ali produced by the irreverent and energetic Elliott, a filmschool dropout from Wisconsin.
The idea for the site came during a slow shift at the Artists Cafe,
41 2 S. Michigan Ave., where
Elliott waits table5. He and another waitzr, Josh Benedict, 25, were
" ta lking abOut how much crap we
buy," Elliott recalled.
A !though there were many
websi:es with reviews, the two
waiters couldn' t think of any place
to find reviews of small, everyday
things " like what someone ·
tho ught of their toothbrush,"
Benedict said.
Elliott said the site gets only
about 100 hits a day. His publicity
camp.1ign so far has consisted of
Ellioti riding a green bicycle
around the city and leaving pi les
of small buttons with the Web
address and logo in coffee shops.
Elliott writes reviews sitting on
the sofa in his Bridgeport apartment. He hopes the venture even- ·
tually will lead to a paid writing
job.
"Writing has alway~ beeR my
dream ," he ;aid.
So he knocl:s out his reviews:
Camel Lights cigarettes (rating:
2/5), 12 ga llllns of gaso line (rat·
ing: 0.75i 5), and a pack of Hanes
premium tube socks (rating' 4/5).
Elliott sketched out a logo: an
upraised fi st clutching a wad of
burning cash. "It was a joke at
first," Elliott said. But within a
fe.w days, he was

and dashing off opinions. In a
small black notebook, he recorded every dime spent.
" I started doing it and I realized
it was funny," Elliott said. "It said
a Jot ab<lut my personal habits
and it made me think, 'Why am I
buying all this junk?"'
The son of a computer programmer, Elliott had taken a web
design class and knew how to set
up an Internet site. Within a few
weeks, he had established consumatro n.com.
His first posting, a review of a
tuna salad sandwich bought at 7Eieven, appeared Oct. 3, 2005.

"The crack team of scientists at 7Eieven laboratories struck sandwich-salad gold with their decision to add celery bits and pickle
to the mix, which gives the sandwich a little bit of a zing," he
wrote. He rated the sandwich 3.75
out of 5.
He bought a digital camera (rating: 4.75/5) and added photos. He
carried the camera everywhere,
taking pictures of his meals in
restauoants, each item he bought
in the grocery store, the beer he
bought in bars and even a hotel
room he rented during a vacation
at the Wisconsin Dells.
A Ithough he observes a weekly
" Buy Nothing Day," Elliott said
the site isn't against consumerism
or capitalism. " It's not anti-anything," he said. " I'm just a guy,
and this [site] is about what I buy
and why I buy [it]."
The s ite has made him more
conscious of his spending and eating habits. While chronicling his

purchases, he said, he noticed a
startling trend : He was polishing
off many bags of peanuts and eating a disturbing number of sandwiches from 7-Eieven; he
resolved to cut back.
October marks the site's oneyear anniversary. On the Oct.
15th, he plans to hold a party at
Subterranean, 20 II W. North
Ave., in hopes of gaining attention, advertisers and-perhaps
most important- readers.
Though the s ite started as a
lark, Elliott said he found the
writing "surprisingly satisfying."
The project has kept him producti ve, forcing him to bang out sev-.
era( reviews a day. He has
thought about going to journalism school. But in one big way,
he already has accomplished· his
dream: The siie has made him
the writer he always wanted to
be.

Kev1n Elliott of Chicago reviews everything he buys, from lettuce to taxi rides and posts them on his website.
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Scorsese reconnects with 'Deported'
Anotner hit in star-studded mob film
By Matt Fagerholm/ Film Critic
The giddy excitement that
infiltrates the very core of my
movie-loving soul envelops me
th e moment a new Martin
Scorsese picture comes out. The
anticipation level rivals that of a
kid on Christmas Eve, while the
customary "visions of sugarplums" are replaced wi th
blood-spattered ballets in the
boxing ring, homicidal patriots
·with penetrating glass eyes and
loudmouth gangsters who dangerously inquire, "Do I amuse
you?"
To see a film by Martin
Scorsese is to revel in the sheer
pleasure of cinema itself, and his
latest film , The Departed, a
remake of the 2002 Chinese
thriller Infernal Affairs, is no
exception.
Put simply, the film is about
two rats who find themselves at
the center of a war between Irish
Mafia lord Frank Costello (Jack
Nicholson) and the Boston Police
Department. Criminal Co lin
Sullivan (Matt Damon) serves as
Costello's mole within the police
force, while undercover cop Billy
Costigan (Leonardo DiCaprio)
masquerades as Costello's new
recruit. As would be expected,
suspicions flare, tensions build
and both men fall in love with the
same woman, cop counselor
Madalyn (Vera Farmiga). Yet
William Monahan's ingeniously
crafted screenplay takes unpredictable turns, and Scorsese
infuses the film with his trade- - made cultural richness and visceral energy.

This is DiCaprio's third film
for Scorsese, who must be
applauded in saving the actor
from a post-Titanic sentencing to
teen-idol purgatory. Scorsese
reveals dimensions of DiCaprio's
acting that haven' t been
une~rthed since What>· Eating
Gilbert Grape ? ( 1993), and his
latest performance is one of animalistic rage and naked vulnerability. Yet this is truly an ensemble cast, with every performer
working at the top of their game.
As police Capt. Ellerby, Alec
Baldwin delivers some motormouth soliloquies worth y of
Vince Vaughn, while Mark
Wahlberg is sensational as the
irreverent partner of Capt. Jack Nicholson takes the screen as an Irish mob boss in 'The Departed,' which is in theaters now.
Queenan (Martin Sheen).
Damon is equally impressive, ture blend of impeccable pacing cally profane and purely adrena- most passionate film student. He
although his character's decep- and frenzied jump cuts, which line-pumping cinema that charac- remains an inspiration, a cultural
tive nature hits similar notes 'to further boost the rhythmic inten- terized his earliest work, such as · icon and a guy still capable of
that of his next film, Robert sity of any given scene. Mean Streets (1973). If there making one hell of a good
DeNiro's The Good Shepherd. Scorsese's knowledge of the Irish were any hint of disappointment thriller. As was true for Welles,
And Nicholson devours the culture adds an affectionate at the film's final fade-out, it was Hitchcock and Allman, no
scenery as if it were an all-you- validity to observations like due to the fact that no single char- Lifetime Achievement Oscar
can-eat buffet, providing his larg- "Irishmen are impervious to psy- acter gripped me like the ones could ever do this man justice.
er-than-life character with shades choanalysis."
who usually populate Scorsese's
of ironic humor that never comUnlike the trendy bloodbaths filmic universe. Yet there simply
chronicle@colum.edu
promise his formidably sinister of exploitation hits such as isn't room for a Travis Bickle or
intentions. Ray Winstone is also Hostel, the violence in Departed a Bill the Butcher in a movie
splendid as Costello's gruff is as measured, artful and gen- where the endlessly twisting plot
henchman, while Farmiga makes uinely fierce as many of is the real star. Nevertheless, this
an indelible impression as Scorsese 's films. There were is a near-masterpiece that only
'The Departed'
Damon's puzzled girlfriend.
moments during the film's final intensifies the power ofScorsese'
Although The Departed lacks act when the entire audience jolt- sreign as America's greatest livDirected by Martin
the gravity marked by Scorsese's ed backward and screamed as if ing filmmaker- a crown he
Scorsese
best work, such as [laging Bull or they themselves had been shot in arguably shares with Robert
Goodfellas, the film succeeds as the head.
Altman.
a crackling suspense yam. The
The Departed truly symbolizes
At 64 years old, Scorsese has
director's longtime editor Thelma _ Scorsese 's return to the type of the bottomless exuberance and
Schoonmaker provides her signa- unninchingly raw, unapologeti- youthful excitement to match the
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The jock of·olltrodes
AI Franken, you're good enough, smart enough, and gosh darnit, people like you
By Stephen Becker/MGT

l.Jberal satmst and Au Amenca talk sh<rN host AJ Fra11ken lays back and erJoys a laugh.

Saturday, October 21, 2006
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AI Franken has gone from Franken said. "I instinctively
impersonating Henry Kissinger felt that they just needed to be
on "Saturday Night Live" to hob- filming when they were able to
nobbing with him at high-pow- film."
ered social events. But even as he
As th~ cameras roll, Frank en
bends the former secretary of covers the Republican and
state's ear, he can't help dusting Democratic national convenoff a little of his old impression.
tions; stumps for candidates;
That scene and many others in debates his nemesis, Ann
the doc•tmentary AI Franken: Coulter;
that
and hopes
God Spoke, capture the comedi- President ·Bush's unseating by
an-turned-political commenta- Sen. John Kerry is on the horitor's ongoing reconc iliation zon. That final plotline didn 't
between his former career and tum out the way Franken had
his current calling. As he sings a hoped, hut it did influence him
silly little ditty during the film to consider yet another . career
while rolling around on the floor move· from political commentaat Air America's New York tor to politician.
Franken was a close friend of
office: " I'm a little bit showbiz!
I'm a littl e bit journalism'"
the late Minnesota Sen. Paul
"I thmk that obviously when Wellstone. "llo died in a plane
people tune In to the radi-:> show, crash in 2002. At the time, he was
they don't always want to be locked in a re-election bid with
enterta:ned, but it helps," then-St. Paul Mayor Norm
Franken said. ''I'll' a satirist. If Coleman. Coleman, a Republican,
you ]ol)k at 'The Daily Show' went on to win the election against
and 'The Colbert Report' and former Vice President Walter
Boll Maher- people !ike to Mondale, who replaced Wellstone
ingest their politics with a little on the ballot as the Democratic
sense of humor."
nominee at the last minute.
God Spokf' follows Franken
As God Spoke nears its condunng a frenzted period in hts clusion, Franken is left considhfe: He had JUSt been sued by ering a run for the Seqate
Btll O'Retlly for putting the Fox agamst Coleman when his seat
News host's picture on hts book. comes up in 2008. It's an elecLte.< ond thl! Lyzng Lwrs Who tiorl btd Franken said he is still
Tell Them. Meanwhile. he was contemplating,. though
he
workmg to get Atr America, the admits the jump from the peanut
liberal radio network on which gallery to the stage is a potential
he hosts a datly talk show, off minefield that would need to be
the ground in time for the 2004 navigated through careful selfprestdential election.
reflection.
Franken says if he does decide
Amid that busyness. he was
approached by documentary to run for office. at the least he
makers Ctuis Hegedus and Nick could find material for another
Doo!>. who asked tf they could book.
" I !..now if I ran for office I'd
filmlum.
" I was th1nkin g the film. have plenty of spare time to
wouldn't be effectiVe if they writt~ ·•
coald only film whca great
thin!:' . were
hnpp:mng."
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Reviews
•••••
Matt Costa
Songs We Sing

MATT
COSTA
SONGS

• .

xr~G

•• ••

The New Yorker
October 16, 2006 issue

No Hearts
TCM:The Beginning
Directed by Jonathan
Liebesman

A gorgeous collection of ·
energizing, upbeat and
soothingly mellow songs,
Songs We Sing will cure
whatever musical woes ail
you. Part indie, part folk,
completely well-crafted.
I'm sfill basking in the
afterglow of my last listen.
Hear for.yourself: Matt's
playing Park West, 322 W.
Armitage Ave. on Oct. 17.
-J. Fischer

•• •

Squarepusher
Hello Everything

YouTube has been all over •
•
•
the news th~ days. The
New . Yorker, though, can Rolling Stone
present a familiar topic in a October 2006 issue
compelling manner, with
profiles on · some of the
website's most intriguing
video bloggers. In the same
sense, another piece takes a
new rook at a worn out subject; Rupert Murdoch's
political sway. "Will he
move left in 2008?" they
ask. -M Byrne
·

••

This prequel-to-a-remake
substitutes character development and plot with gore Brothers and Sisters
ABC
and one-l iners. If you're
looking for something
gruesome with a campy
tint to make it all worthwhile, check out the 1986
sequel to the original Texas
Chainsaw Massacre starring a vengeful Dennis
Hopper packing three
chainsaws. Skip TCM: The
Beginning at all costs.
-S Baltrukonis

l sweat co:Jstantly. I can't No Hearts
seem to control my foreFire a larm
heat! and upper lip from
. shining like Tara Reid's
nasty, cheap; frosled lip
gloss. 'f!lis 30-degree
weather has my sweat
glands halted and my hot
flashes at.a choke hold.
Thank you. snow, for
scaring the sweat demons
out of me. It's a brutal life
being this smokir.' hot.
-C. Mahlmeiste•'

The album cover says it
all. A variety of instruments are thrown together
in Squarepusher's new
album. yet somehow it
remai1:s minimalistic.
Although the album drags
at times, especially
toward the middle, Tom
Jenkinson once again
delivers something solid.
-B. White

• • •••

Jeffrey Lewis Band
City and Eastern Songs

. ....

The sexed-up cover story
about Jack Nicholson's
wild lifestyle is an intrigu- National Geographic
October 2006 issue
ing page-turner. He '~ had
quite the studly life. Robert
Kennedy's article about
rigged election polls is eye
opening, but take it with a
grain of salt-it is Rolling
Stom;. Overall, an, easy
read use!ill for spare time
that would normally be
spent picking your toe. nails. - T. Breyne

••••

More bi-po lar lo-fi from
Jeff Lewis and his brother
Jack. At times, Jeff plucks
his guitar against echoey
soundscapes, on ly halfsinging his irreverent lyrics.
Other songs are heavily
guitar-driven, with similarly ridiculous lyrics shouted.
It's hard to pull off songs
about comic books or being
fucked by Will O ldham,
but they do.
- M Byrne

This issue's story
''Pollution Within" is a real
wake~up ~II to what
unavoidable chemicals and
carcinogens people are
exposed to every d<l)'.
However, this story should
come with a warning that
reads: "After reading this
article yt•u may not be able
to sleep in your own bed
without wondering what
types of chemicals are hiding in your mattress."
- H. Graham

Calista Flockhart, Sally
Field and Ron Rifkin
A Prairie Home
have, thus far, given
Companion
strong performances in
Directed by Robert Altman
th is show about sibling
rivalry, but the plot Jines
are fairly predictable. So,
wh ile the show is interesting, if there's someth ing
else to do on a Sunday
night other than watch television, at least you don 't
have to feel guilty about
missing an episode.
-M. Kroeck

Following the fictional
final broadca~t of
Garrison Keillor's
beloved radio s how, this
irresistible comedy from
Robert Altman is jampacked with brilliantly"
portrayed characters who
choose to find life as a
cause for celebration , all
the way until death quite
literally walks through the
door. The DVD includes
commentary and deleted
scenes. -M. Fagerho/m

As if the inconvenience of •

Winter's big F U to
Cliicago is the wind; it's
harsh, cold, annoying and
makes me seriously consider becoming an agoraphobic-look it up and
learn something if you
don't know what that
~eans. Well, I say F U
back, stupid winter wind.
I'll punch you in the face,
and then w~' ll see how
strong you are.
-T. Breyne

a fire .:rill isn't ba~

enough, the piercing
. alaiin that rang inside the
33 E. Congress Building
Oct. I0 seemed like it
could have shattered
glass. Not only did ).·ou
steal 15 minutes or" my
day, fire alarm, but you
also gave me a headacn ·.•.
Thanks. .
.- A. Riggio

Chicago wind

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Sharks, who have only been together for about six
months, put .out s weetly me lodic tunes that ·wouldn't
feel out of p lace next to Belle and Sebastian or early
Weezer albums. The band 's members -Bridget Love,
vocals; Ben Fong, guitar; Max Brooks, guitar; Paul
Gullianelli, bass guitar; and Ryan Collil)s, drums make
music in an o ld Harley shop bel.ow the Logan Square
apartment three o·f them share. Love talked to The
Chronicle about a variety of things, including the afore·
mentioned Weezer comparison.
The Chron icle: Where have you guys played around
Chicago?
Love: We mos tly play at bars. We played at Bar
Vertigo. We played a couple shows at this place in
Logan Square called Ronnie 's. They don't really typically do shows, but we're friends with them, so we play
there.
Do you make music around the clocl< since yo u live
wit h each other?
Our apartment is above our practi ce s pace, so we do
a lot of impromptu stuff. It 's actually this old garage.
The guy that leased it before used to build Harleys, so
it's really well-insulated because he used to make a lot
of noise. I live with two of the guys and the other guys
don 't live too far away. So they're always over, and it's

of sing. We all kind of do everything because we all play
a bunch of instrum ents. As far as song writing goes, I th ink
we just get together and work it. Someone wi ll come up
with lyrics, bf!t if they have the music first, we'll all get
together and spend a few hours arranging i~.
What are you listening to now?
I just got that new Beirut album [Gulag Orkestar].
I'm pretty impressed. I saw them at the [Empty) Bottle.
It was amazing. I hadn' t even heard the album when I
went, but it was pretty stunning.
How about the other guys?
We ' re all really into Pavement. Really into Pavemer.!.
That's what we all share. But one of the g uys is a lso
going through a pretty serious heavy metal phase.
One of yo ur so ngs, "The Kids Know Best," sou nds
like it could be straight from Weezer's· Pinkerton.
Exactly how much are you guys into that a lbum ?
Actua lly, we were at a bar one night and this g:rl
came up to us and was like, "'l just !le<rc your stuff aud
you sound like Weezer."
Is that a sore topic?
No, no, the opposite; I thought that [guitarist)" Max
was going to lean ov~qhe table _an~ kiss the girL

grea!.
What's tbe, songwritiog process like?
I don't really do much ofthe songwriting. We altkind

Sharks

Where do you think you ' ll be in one year from now?
· ..
Probably sitting in our basement.

Sharks have a self-titled EP out. Their next scheduled
show is a/the Ice Factory, 526 N. Ashland Ave., on Nov.
/8. Check them out at www.myspace.com/thesharks.
- M Byrne
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Screw you guys, I'm .going home
c;omedy Central's 'South Park' 10 years older, but as ·b~citty and nasty as ever
By Ne al Justln/MCT
··south Park."' the series that
made Toon Town unsafe for kids.
turned Barbra Streisand into a firebreathing monster. locked Tom
Cruise in the closet and showed
the late Christopher Reeve sucking
stem cells out of fetuses.
But the reason the show has survived long enough to kick off its
I Oth season is that it"s never sh ied
away from poking fun at another
sacred idol: the innocent child.

If there's one theme running
through all of the nearly 150
episodes. it"s that il~ fourth-grade
stars are wiser. wittier and more
wicked than their grown-up audience.

"Everyone says that 'South
Park' is political satire. hut when
you look at any season. there ·s
rarely more than a couple episodes
like that." said co-creator 'Trey
Parker. "Our favorite episodes are

about kids just being kids."
TI1e show gets added attention
when it sinks its teeth into topical
iss ues, something Parker and his
creative parmer, Matt Stone; can
do thanks to an incredibly short
turnaround time and a reliance on
computer animation that"s as crude
as the characters· dialogue. The
kids took on Osarna bin Laden iess
than two months after Sept. I I and
ridiculed voice contributor Isaac

MCT
The characters rn 'South Park.' from left: Wendy. Kenny. Gartman. Kyle a~d Stan. The show rs now in rts
10th season.
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LOOKING TO EARN EXTRA MONEY?

Hayes abo)Jt ~ week after he quit
over ar. episode that poked fun at
Scientology.
The writing team starts six days
before tl1e episode airs, often making changes as late as the night
before it premieres.
"Almost every single week,
we' re about to call Comedy
Central and go, ' We couldn 't get
the show done iliis week,'" Parker
said. " It's never happened so far,
but we've come so close."
Another reason the series can
react so quickly is that " Park" is
primarily driven by Stone and
Parker. from the animation to the
voices, with little or no influence
from outside sources.
"There ·s a lot o f great comedy
shows out there, but in some of the
bad ones you can just feel the committee. the writers' room, at work."
Parker said. "You can see that a
j oke has been gone over and gone
over until the weirdness is taken
out of it."
That doesn't mean that the creators get everything they want.
Last season. they turned in an
episode that showed a picture of
the Prophet M.ohammed. In July
200 I. they had deprcted the
founder of Islam as a superhero
that could transform into a beaver
wrthout a hitch. This time around.
m the wake o f protests over
Danrsh editorial cartoons featuring
Mohammed. the c?ble channel
insisted that the screen go black
during the controversial moment.

Comedy Central president Doug
Herzog said that decision was an
overreaction.
." You feel bad, but it's a big
judgment call made on behalf of a
big media company," Herzog said,
referring to Comedy Central
owner Viacom. "The ramifications
are Matt and Trey being_!icked at
you and Matt calling you a coward
in Daily VariJ:y."
The two also butted heads with
executives over an episode titled
"Trapped in a C loset," which sent
up both Sciento logy and Tom
Cruise. After its initial airing last
November, Comedy Central temporarily pulled it from rerun rotation. Stone said the two were ready
to quit if the channel hadn' t
changed its mind.
"It's tough to go to work for
people tllat you think maybe are
hold ing one of your episodes
hostage," he said. " But it's all
water under the bridge now
because it's back on the air."
However, the writers of "South
Park" seem inclined to concentrate
~ess on hot-button issues and focus
more on Cartman tormenting the
world.
" Different things are important
to us now." Parker said. " I think
we 're losing our edge, but hopefully we're gaining someiliing
else."

chronicle@colum.edu
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Crossword

TOT

ACROSS
1 Low-cut shoe
5 Latnne
10 Th1ck p1ace
14 Copycat
15 Pop~ye ·s gat
16 L1ma's place
17 __ of W ·ght
18 G"n bolder
19 State boldly
20 Atoil barner
21 Racketeer
22 Tasty tidbit

Jessica Conley, a

19-year-old fashion
design major, takes a
laid-back approach to
her style.
" I like clothes that fit,
not anything that's too
tight," Conley said. " I
dress for myself, not
for anyone else."
When we came
across Conley she was
wearing a sweater from
Old N avy, hand-medown jeans from
Express and a brow n
jacket from Target .
" I don't feel like
cl othes should be worn
just because the
celebrities say it's in,"
Conley said. " Like,
green is the new black.
I don't like stuff like
that ."

23 \'•por
25 Naysaying
president
27 Tops of overalls

30 "Eo.,des" author
33 Dr. Leary's drug
36 Av.·aken to
39 Role l or Ron
Howard
41 "Bolero"

composer
42 Noggm
43 Erroneous
warnings
46 Genetic stuff
4 7 Ribbed cloth
48 Big _ theory
50 Doomed ones
53 C1ty in Tibet
57 Wharves
59 Motorcar, for
short
62 "Baseball
Tonight" stn.
63 Well, _ that
special
64 "The Beverly
Hillbillies" star
65 Bangkok native
66 Spike, as punch
67 Humiliate
68 Backpacker's
shelter
69 Took a look at
70 Color shades
71 Greek mount
1

2
3
4
5
6

I ME

7 Imperial

Solutions
" s s 0 s

Russian Ballet

8 Avoid capture
9 Calander abbr
10 Barbecue meat

.1 N 3 1
I 'I H 1
N d
3
H 1
!:> N
'I N 0
N \' 3 9
1 H !:> I 1
~ 0
3
:)
~ 3 0
3 ~ .1
1 "
~ 3 A 'I
n ~ 3 d

11 Bought on
margm
i 2 Vicinity
13 Bacharach or
Young
22 Screwdriver.
e.g.
24 Bad: pref.
26 ·-and
LOUISe"
28 Tongue-lash
29 Tight closure
3 1 Detective
Charlie
DOWN
32 Sicilian sight
Duos
33 ArtiSt's StUdiO
Bent out of
34 Practice boxing
shape?
35 Persistence
Noisy light
37 ~am-building
Module
grp.
classroom
38 Alpert or Cacn
Banter teasingly 40 Accompanied
Chorus voice
44 Ages and ages
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.1 N I .1
3
" 9
9 3
N 3
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" 9
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1 3 A
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3 H 1 3 3
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9
1 3 A
0 0 0 H
d " ~ .1
3 A I 1 0
3 ~
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s

0 3 A
3 :)
"
.1 N S
~ 3 I
N 0 !:>
0 :) I ~
3
1 "
3 I d
0
I 9
1"1" 3 .1
~ 3 3
3 1 S
~ 3
d
d 1"1 n

s
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45 NBC classic
49 Presley hit, "In
the
•
5 t Synagogue
figure
52 Lazy lady?
54 Cigar droppings

" r

s

s

3
1
I
d
1

~

0
1

s
~

I
"
d

9'S

55
56
57
58
60

Bridges
Hill or Loos
Carpet feature
How 'bout that!
Part of LSAT
61 F11ths of a five?
64 Swallow

Rachael Strecher / The Chronicle

Sudoku By Michael Mepham
Level: ITJIJ[]][]J
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4
Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudvku.org.uk.
Sudcku on Mobile.
Enter 783658.com
i n your m o bile
Web b rowser.
Get a free game!
$aNCMWctwgiiMIIIJ~
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Aquarius (Jan . 21 - Feb.
19): You will overcome your
pee shyness when a time-traveling, manic-depressive conquistador named Pablo Cortez
emerges out of the toi :et %
you ' re just getting started.
Aries(March21 - April
20): Asking your friend how
her abortion went is probably
not a good idea, especially if
il 's in front of her parents.
Sagittar ius (Nov. 23 Dec. 21 ): The one question
you' ll keep asking yourself
th is week is why does your
finger smell like that guy's
bun?
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23):
You will receive an e-mail that
will reveal the truth about
Barbara Streisand; she's a time
traveli ng Muppet from the
future that 's made out of
human flesh. And guess
what- it 's your skin s he 's
made out of, but you' re going
to have to guess from where.
Libra (Sept. 24 -- Oct. 23):
Beware of stall number one in
the bathroom- :he toilet seat
will be adorned with red rubies.
if you know what I mean.
Cancer (June 22 - July
23): A homeless man will
reach into his green sw~at
pants and Slart ;>laying with
h'msclf as vou' re eating at
KFC. Don 'i worry, though.
He won't jerk off on you as
you pass by him or. your way
out.
-

Ct

Pisces ( Feb. 20 - March
20): C<>ngrats 1 Yo u're preg-

0

Taurus (April 21 -- May
2 I ): Check out Frequency
TV' s awesome horoscopes.
It' ll probably tell you there 's
some wacky message awaiting you in the bottom of a burrito wrapper. How zany o f
them. I

nant with a parasite

I mean

puppy--er, I m ~ an baby.
Actually, I mean dcprc~s ion .
Goodbye future, hello bottle.

Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23):
In an anempt to cheat on your
s ignificant other, you will strike
up a scandalous e-mail corres pondence with a potential one
night stand you saw on
craigsl ist.org. The only pictures
you have seen of him o r her,
however, are underwear shots.
Depending on what day it is, this
person can tum out to be a) the
person you arc cheating on; b)
one of your teachers; or c) a sadfaced c lown.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Lvve is in the air for you.
Oh wait. Scratch that. Genital
warts a re in the air for you.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan .
20): Telling your significant
other about your ·'Oedipus
Rex" fantasy won ' t be as
awkwarc a~ their To Kill A
Mockinghird fantasy.
Gemini (May 22 "-- June 21 ):
Don 't worry. It's not a hate
crime if you 're a pan of the
same minority.
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Every dog has its day
Eve ry morning
begins like the one
before. But instead of
the nagging monotone noise blari ng
f rom my a larm
clock. I wake up at 6
a.m. to the hounds of
Baskerv ille rai sing
By Htmter Clauss
hell out side my
EdrtOf·ln-Choef
apartment window.
And I have to curb my sleeping pattems
beca use some jerk can't curb his dog.
I live right above a co ffee shop that
a lso acts as a douche bag yuppie magnet.
attracting every smug assho le wearin g a
fleece vest and sandals with "hite socks.
These no-goods walk their dogs in the
morning before work and thir~k. " Hey.
there 's a coffee shop. I'll just pcek in and
grab a lane ... So they tie up their dog and
disappear in the inner bo"els of the Ani
DiFranco-playing coffee shop.
I also have the pleasure of running into
these super-awesome-cool dudes "hen
I'm wa lking home from work. Duri n1!
the summcr-"hen the \\ Cather was nice.
thev would sit outside with the ir
Po;, erbooks and chat it up "ith some
babe they met on craigslist.org. It's
a l\\ a ~ s a"kward to wal~ b) them
because they'll look up at me as if I
interrupted some deep discussion on the
la te s t epi s o d e o f " D e s per a t e
Housewives...
But no matter ho" \\ Onderfull ife 111a)
be. waking up is the 111ost depressing situation to go through. That's "h~ a lam1
cloc ks come with a snooze butto ri.
L:nfortunatel) . dog don't come " ith

Roamln'
Numerals

snooze buttons.
I never get to sec the dogs because I' 111
a.) tired and b.) hlind wi thout rn y glasses. "hich I'm too tired to 1!rah o ff th e
nightstand. nut revenge f.1ntasics o f
throwin g water bal loons tilled with pee.
or some other unfortunate liquid. at the
little runt s ~: i\C: me some satisfauion.
Enraged. I ;~lrnost did it once. hut the n
realized I'd get na iled with some aninwl
CrliCity ticl..ct from the co p~ . and PE rA
would prohahly jump in and make 'orne
ill -c o nce i\ cd co mpari so n to th e
llo loc au~t and my actions. Plu' . I rea lly
don' t want to hurt a dog. So I grit rny
teeth and try to fil ii back a, lcep to
dreams of getting 111 ~ revenge.
But then I 1\ a~ reading the ne'"papcr
the other da' and noticed Dem cr rcccnt1~ pasq:d a ;mrch tal~cd ahout han on pit

$40 000

The cost . to
correct a typo
'
on Ottawa
County ' s,
Mich., Nov. 7 election ballots. A total of
170,000 ballots will have to be reprinted
because instead of the word "public," the
word "pubic" appeared on them. according to
The Associated Press.
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crying babies. Only dogs are cuter, can
do better tricks and won 't get you in
trouble if you shake them. But one thing
that dogs and babies have in common is
their ability to be easily abandoned.
When I was a kid, I had a friend whose
mother had a Shih Tzu dog. Mike's parents never gave the dog a name, so they
called him Shih Tzu. Well, the dog
wou ld never close its yapper, and Mike's
mother couldn' t take it anymore. One'
day whi le Mike and I were playing with
our He-Man action figures, his mother
told us to jump into the van--she had to
make a few errands and didn't want to
leave us alone by ourselves. Once we
strapped ourselves in with our seatbelts,
Mike's mom reopened the van door and
in pranced Shih Tzu. We didn 't give the
situation much \hought until Mike's
mom pulled into an alleyway, stopped
the van, opened the door and called Shili
Tzu out.
" Where's Shih Tzu going, Mom?"
Mike asked.
" He's going to play with some
friends.''
The thought of Shih Tzu playing with
his doggy friends. possibly playing a few
rounds o f doggy poker, made me smile.
I didn 't rea lly put two and two together
until I to ld my parehts.
So thanks to the laziness of science,
Shih Tzu is probably turning tricks on
some street comer. If scientists were able
to genetically grow tolerable canines,
my buddy Mike wouldn't have had to go
through the traumatic event of seeing his
four-legged friend being abandoned in
some alley. Science is clearly to blame.

bulls. which is similar to bans proposed
in other areas such as Kansas C ity. Mo ..
Decatur. Ill.. and O ntario. Canada. It got
me thinking: Why not enforce a ban on
the parts o f dogs we don't all agree with?
If a co nstruc ti~ e society were based on
compromise. \\ Ouldn 't thi s be a happy
middle ground for pit bull lovers and
haters'1
Just ponder the possibilities. Poopless
dogs. dogs that don., smell li ke a " et
tuna t:1co and. mv fa vorite. barkless
dogs. Wi th imagiru;ry breakthroughs in
genetic engineering. we could make it
happcn. If sc ientists can genetically fuse
difkrent kind> of fnrit together in order
to create ~ upcr fnrit. then why can ' t these
' amc sc i enti ~t ~ concoct a do2 that won 't
" akc me up in the mnm i ng?~
In 'orne \\a) s. harking dogs arc like

The number of people inju_red alter
they were exposed to excesstve dos.es
o f X-rays duriog prQstate ~oce,r,
scans at Epinal Hospital in France
between May 2004 and May 2005. Another person died, according to Lorraine Regional Heahh
Hospital Agency and "The 13 who felt ill suffered
from rectal inflammation and needed surgery to frt
an artificial anus."

422 pounds_ aTheblack
weight of
bear
that 1 \"'~ kil~ In'-.~~ Idaho
babysitter ' wtth a 1 mm. hunting rifle
according to an Associak:d Press Slot)'
published on Oct 12. The babysitter
shot the bear after it qroke into a bacl.yard where three toddlers were ptayi~; ,

Give 'em hell on Nov. 7
We ll. 1 1 ·~ tina ll)
over i\ ftc r a cr rn p lc tel } lac k lu • tc r
•c••ion. the I 09th
Co n g r e~•
ha•
adJo urned for the
yea r to ~t a rt cam pargnrng for the
9-; Er.; ~""'"~
mrdt crm c lec t1nn'
~ S.
..at Ell>t<lf
on l'o~ 7
Wa~ there any real
compre heMrve rmm •g rat1n n re form"
'ln. l>ut ( onj(re" a pproved a \I 2 hdfr()n. 700 mrle. douhle- laycred fence at
the border o f Mex rco hefore rellr lll l£ on
'>ept 2Q And they do have twn pe nd Ill!( l>rll• that would clc r:rrn undnLu·
mented worker. mdef1n•te ly and P'"h
•mm•l(ratrnn-e nfm4.emcnl req u ~remc n l •
''" La•h-•lrappcd lr><.al pr•li<.e al(e n~1e•
D"l ( lmj(re" dehale !he mcnr. n f
l!ve rhaulrnl( C..l><.r,>l C..c(. un ty'l We ll.
~tually. Repu hlrl.an• n rp lloppcd on
va rlfJir' prnpo•a l• ranl£1111£ frnm pro~e•••ve JI'J(Iexr n~ whu.. h adJI"" a per
v m • ~raJ \eLu nty henc frl• tm•ed pn
the amm ml o f lhrrr 1r11..nmc. to an a ll
'"'' prt vat11ahrm o f Ihe re tore mcnl •nfety nel -, hey " '"'' •pcwcd fcnr 1nduu n)(
rhefl>rK. ahf>11l <,lll. tAI 0.:cl.11Hi y LHm-

plctc l} ~ o ll ap , i n g " ithin th e next I 0
}Car, . And the Democrat,· cnntrihution
to the dt·bate · nntlnng i\c tua ll) . that''
not completely tru e I he) clid trash th<·
Rcpuh lican' · <.,tx:1a l Secnnt} 1dea• an d
rcfu•cd to pro,idc an) altcrnatr ve prof>l" al '
<.,o why "th" important'' I he r<'" " ' n
" 'lmp lc It ·, !(OIII!( to he a cutth wnt
c lcl.lrnn th l' Nm cmhcr. i\ ncl every vote
cnunt c..
R1 !1-hl nnw the II S II PII'C ,,f
Reprc•cnlnlr vc• ha' •ll ~ •cn t• up Ji.,j(rnh•. 1 1 O.: enntnrr:rl ••·nt• arc on the
bloc k Inn lll n1n l\ " onl y ho ldn1!(
local. !(Ubc m.llnn ,d .md ll n11•c c ln ;II<Hl'

th ro ~CM

( ' urrently. I he Rcp11hlrcnn• cPnt n•l
the llnu•c w1th 2 lfl •cn t•. "Ink th e
I krnoc r:rt < lw ld ZOI •cn t• I hrcc
vnc:rnl •cnt• ,tnd p n c 1ndcpcndcn1 11111k c
11p th e rc•t n l Ihe p1>'111Pn• I ht·
Wn• h•n!£1o n i'P•t •cccntl v noted tlrnt
Dcn• ot mt• wlil rcg11 111 contrp l pf the
llou•c rf Ihey get I ~ ttthl itrnnnl •cnt• r"
we ll '" kccpllll( th rr 20 I •cn t• A• li•r
lhc C.. c rt»IC rlltT•. i)c nl(lcrnt• III'C 1 ry 111 ~
lo prolcct I H •cnh In the i( ~ publicllll'
I ~

I hl'l J'lCPflll'. nr nt ll'n•t thl' nne• who

pay attc·ntiPn to po litics. tire o fth<· incf~
k c tivc·ne's <>f Cn n ~ re ss . Instead of
actual!) dn ing the1r- j 1•bs. eac h >ide
hlarnes the oth<·r for fniling to \\hac ~
I l~arna hin I aden: the~ ,,Jl'Cr no >n lutll>r" nn ih>W tu dl'~cti\ c l v reduce
t n>~•p nurnher• 111 lr.1q nr c u~ll 11 runa"·' Y hud gct de fic it.
llu\\eV<'r. the tw lit ical h:rttlcli~ld has
evened " "' hcli•rt· thl· vnlt:. While the
fh·puhl1c nr" pr<'\ i<Hrs ly cn.inycd n
<lrPn g hne l.ing fr<lm 11 ln'l-\e section ,,f
the fWpulntiPn. pnrtinlly hy flllrtnt~ ing
I lcnu•~ rnt< ns w..-n ~ '"' sec uri tv. th,•
pPiit•cni <' ll iturc , ,.,.nl < to he dm;1ging.
W1th lrnq currt·ntly h11m·d inn c1 il "11r
and the rccc111 ~c11ndnl with li .S. Rep.
Marl. h•lcy (K-Fin.) nllcttcd ly mstnnt
111C" 11!(11lg •c ~ unll~ hnwdy nlCS'Il!IC' h •
1111\knt!(C f111ttcs. the Kcpuhlk tms 11~
dcli r11tc ly hur1111 tl tight"~"
In n recent N<.J' Yurk rime. l'IIS
N,•w• pill I. 711 t"-'""cnt <' f rctt istcrcll ut·
e,. hell ·vcd thut the I louse Rcrublknn
k tuil'r<hip wn• 111nrc t.: \111 ·erne( with it•
.,wu pn litu.:nl •tn11thny thun the ~nlilt •
.. f t cl.'nn~tc {'Pn gr'\'~•1 11nnl pnttt"'· ~ lnl
I (l Jlll~l'nt felt thnt the i(l'f111hli ·nn
il'ndcr•hlp cnrl'd li.1r the 'Hllllll lli'· IICI·
lc r•

The po ll indicnted that only 8 percent hclievcd that the Rqublican party
shared their morn I vnlu.:s. as compared
''' 4 7 perc.:nt for the Democmts. Six
pt.•r.:t·nt said n<·ither party came c lose to
thei r rnllrnl values.
Regardless of your po liti.:nl aflilin·
tion. it's important to nmlizt: that hdore
O \ . 7 rcpn:s.-ntntiws ' ill be out cnmpnigning and shn~in g hands . If you St.'<:
:--uur rc~rescntntive nt n CT stnt ion or
Mt•trn lm.-. v illn ~c~.c hull. ur hell. even n
~· stnurnnt . .:nil hun or h« out on <:t'l'tnin iss ut•s. The rcpresentntiv' n<.-t'(is
y<•ur V\>tc. ll nlt-ss y1>u are tl complete
tn1•l "h1• 1-.<•wll>\\ s to either pnrty. ttlil
him 1•r ht•r nh<111t tlw s 'l't'\\ · lll '. t'vt'n if
you likt: the person ;\ Nprcscnt3tiH~ 's
~~·tin~~o rt·..:,•r\ 1 is convenient I)' llx-nttt.l It
v~•t

Slllllrt .,ll)l.

Nm is the tlme t1>ion!.. intu )OUr NpI'CS1111Hitivt•'s trn.:l.. rt'l.'N\i nn\.1 k)CIIt\1
nny ctunpni!(n ·t,,ps . lf \ ltlml tk,n ' t
<h11W tht•ir reprcsentttti\>I.'S wh~ the \
slmul\1 c11re ul><:,ut ttctunll ' \.luin~ th (r
jot<~. "hen the II Oth ( \'tlj!.re ~ '\'II•
vtllll' S ne.\ t \lint'. nun~l ·tnl NPNs nln~
tl ves will hil\ no h\1.:\'lltlv\ls \\lhtt Ihull
t\l nutlntn ln 1!1\0th\'r ~ tst 1\ll ' h\ttl '
qu~1 .
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Editorials

Back from the Drawing Boards

Columbia should cap enrollment
Seven years ago The
Chro nicle ran an editorial
called "Why open admissions is a problem that
doesn ' t need solvi ng."
Some of the reasons
given then dealt with the
stance we usua lly had at
th a t t i m e : Co I u m b i a
needs to give everybody a
chance to succeed, arttsts
are an eccentic gro up of
people and " if students
are denied a c hance for
higher educati on based on
the ir performance in high
school, whe re w ill that
leave them?" O ut of work
and with a huge debt, pe rhaps?
Boy, how t imes have
ch a n g ed . Th e c urre nt
space crunch is a big
problem at Co lumbia and
open enrollment is not the
answer anymore. Th is is
not 1999 and Columbia
must come to terms with
its affliction . With issues
such as not having
enough space, the college
can ' t play the good
grandm oth er who pats
everyone on the back fo r
minor achievements. The
school owes it to students
to challenge them but it
· also needs standards for
who can actua lly attend
Columbia.
It should be common
sense by now that not
everyone is meant for col)ege, let alone success,
even at a Iiberal edu cation
school like Col um bia.
Professions in th e arts

and med ia are more com- to genrate more money
petiti ve th ese days. It's fo r salaries and other
unfair to a take college costs . However, more
kids' money-a whop- money on space seems
ping $8,000 per semes- not to be a part of this
ter-and feed them a fan- cycle.
During a press confertasy about fortune and
fa me. That's not how ence Sept. 29, Dr.
thin gs shou ld happen here Warrick L. Carter said
at Columb ia. Fame is there are no plans to have
sparse, and fortune is left an enroll ment cap. We're
to a handfu l- the rest end sure Dr. Ca rte r has a
up worki ng hard jobs vision, but if Colum bia
after school and never get wants to keep whatever
" there." An d by "there," prest ige it already has,
we mean working w ith then it must stop behavSteve n Spielberg like ing like a very expensive
Co lu mb i a grad u ate comm unity college.
By capp in g enro llment,
Janusz Kam inski instead
of working at the !HO P more t ime and effort can
down the street.
be concentrated on creatMost stude nts work ing space for the students
hard chasing the ir dream s who a lready go or will
whil e enrolled here. But it come here. Ltmiting the
is a fru strasti ng chase number of students who
when there is no room to attend Columbia is not a
bad idea. Letting probspread your wings.
The administration says le ms feste r is worse.
it is trying to address the There is a 60 to I studentspace issue. But the real te(lcher ratio here, which
c ulprit is our over- causes the qu ality of edure l tance on t uit ion . . cation to be substandard.
T h e a d mini s tr at i o n
Accordi ng to the U.S.
Department of Education, should co ncentrate o n
88 percent of Colum bia's hav in g an enrollment cap,
budget is from tuition and divo rce itse lf from be in g
it accepts . 99 percent of · a tuit ion-driven sc hool
th ose who apply. O ne and give stude nts the
wonders who doesn't get too ls a nd space to do
in through the door. what they came here to
Tainted spmach, perhaps? accomplish- pursue their
T hi s tuit io n-dri ve n pass ions, network and
mode l creates a v ic ious learn fro m peers instead
stude nts of pay ing up the fanny
c irc le- more
requires more money to while wa iting on e levasupport stud ents. T hen tors. The schoo l owes us
more students a re needed that.

Total recall, spinach edition
he Spinach Scare of
2006, as we' ll call it,
brought up many
interesting questions about
food safety and recalls in
this country. Mass-produced leafY green food
such as· spinach and lettuce
has a tendency to get tainted from time to time, so
don't wony about it. That's
what the government says.
The c o n t a m in a t e d
bagged spinac h that, to
date, has sickened almost
200 people and killed three
across the country was one
of the reasons why medi a
outlets and editorial pages
called for an improvement·
in our country 's food safety
guid e lines, pa rt icu la rly
with fresh market produce
such as spinach and lettuce.
As the Christian Science
Monitor pointed out in its
Sept. 29 edition, there are
differences between the
safety of meat and produce. Compared to the
meat industry, which is
inspected by the USDA
every day, the Food and
Drug Administration has
the · resources to inspect
facilities taking care of
seafood, processed food
and fruits and vegetables
once every five years.
USDA meat regulations
are mandatory, wftile FDA
regulations are more of
wliat Captain Jack Sparrow

T

of Pirates ofthe Caribbean
fame would call vo luntary
guidelines.
·
The U.S. is second in the
wo rl d fo r pro du c in g
spinach, according to the
U.S. . Department
of
Agri c u lture. Cali fo rni a
accounted for nearly 75
percent of the country's
fresh market spinach from
2003-2005. And since the
'70s, there has been a shift
away from processed
sp inach to fresh· one.
Processed spinach usually
comes in a can; fresh market spinach comes in a bag.
America produced 680
million pounds of spinach
in 2005- that's Popeye's
lifetime supply.
That is why California
gets uppity about these
things. The Los Angeies
Times reported on Oct. I 0
that the 8,500 cartons of
green-leaf lettuce that
Nu nes Co. in Salinas
Valley reca lled Oct. 8 due
to the presence of E. coli
has no connection to the
spinach outbreak.
E. coli comes from anima l shit- we refuse to use
euphemisms such as cattle
feca l matter. Since, the
FDA has pinpointed the
dead ly E.colt to cattle
m a nu re n ear t a inted
spinach fields last week in
Salinas Valley, perhaps cattie should be kept farther

The Columbia Chr011iole is a student-produced publioatiOil of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent. in whole or io part, the views
of college administrators,
faculty or students.

All text. photos and graphics are the
PIOPOIIY ofThe Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced or publis~ without
written permission.

away from crop lands-<>r
at least their excrement.
However, it's ironic that
meat is .arguably safer in
this country than lettuce or
spinach. According to the
Center for Science in the
Public Interest, a nonprofit
o r ga n i z a I io n , m o r e
Americans are harmed by
contaminated produce than
by tainted meat. While the
FDA has initiatives for the
implementation of a more
effective food safety systern, we must rea(ize that
contamination is a big
problem and commercial
products get recalled a li the
time.
The government recalls
goods, without the public
hearing about it, regurarly.
In an Oct. 4 FDA
Enforcement report, nearly
600 cases of bandages
labeled sterile have been
reca lled because they were
not sterilized pnor to
nationwide distri bution.
Perhaps companies that
mass-produce things fo r
consumers should look at
the ir own safety policies so
there is no need to recall
th ings in the fi rst place.
Granted, th is will never
happen- it 's a statement
about the times we live in
thatcontrarytowhat mama
said, we now have reasons
to eat Salisbury steak.
instead of spinach.

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Olronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s). ·

Voews expressed in tills publication are those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia
Olronide, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College Olicagp. ·

Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you
catch a mi stake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 3 1 you'll find a
set of guidelines on how to do thi s. Let us hear from you.
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board

Letters to the editor must include full name, year. major
and phone number. All letters are edited for grammar
and may be cut due to a limited space .
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
&mailed to Chroniole@oolum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Olronicle, 33 E. Congress Par1<way
Suite 224, Chicagp,IL 60605-1996.
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Urban Excursions: Andersonville

Chicago's got irs own lillie slice o f
Scandinavia on the Nonh Side, complete
with the presence of !hose iconic blue and
gold Swedish flags and bright orange DaiA
horses. II 's nor all lure fisk and cries of
"uffda ," though. Andersonville doesn' t
overflow with Nordic blonde maidens or
reindeer, bur it does hint strongly al irs
founders' ancestry amidst an eclectic gathering of cultures and lifeslyles.
Most recently, Andersonville made
headhnes wilh a proposal 10 reslricl the
presence of big-name retailers in the
neighborhood, which currently teems with
the character only one-of-a-kind local

businesses can impan.
Swedish immigrants established the
neighborhood in the mid-19th century; it
staned our as a suburb, bur was later swallowed up by a growing Chicago. A trip to
the Swedish American Museum, 52 11 N.
Clark Sr., gives a· glimpse into the li ves o f
Chicago's early Swedish Americans, who
were- and sti II are--a substantial population. After all, Andersonville is one of the
most concentrated areas of Swedish culture in the United States, according to
Andersonville.org, the neighbo rhood's
Chamber o f Commerce's website.
Of course, what makes all of Chicago's
historic and elhnically diverse enclaves so
special is the food. So !he perfect followup to an inexpensive and rather brief educational museum excursio~ is nearby Ann
Sather, a Chicagoland d ining establishment w ith a handful of cily locations,
founded by a Swedish immigrant in 1945.
The diner offers up a sensational
Scandinavian breakfast feast !hat reminds
me of my o wn Scandinavian grandmother 's dining room , from the mismatched
chairs ro the smell of strong coffee and
fresh-baked pastries. Known for its cinnamon rolls, Ann Sather also serves Swedish
pancakes, light crepe-like creations topped
with ligonberries, smoked salmon
Benedict, Swedish meatballs and more traditional breakfast fare such as omelettes
and sausages.
Another fabulous Andersonville eatery
is Kopi A Traveler's Cafe, 5317 N. Clark
Sr. This coffee house's menu consisiS primarily of vegetarian options. It also houses Jala Jalan. a boutique filled with travel
books and international an and jewelry.
For a more "American" or carnivorefriendly dmmg experience, Charlie's Ale
House. 5321 . Clark Sr., resides across
the street. Charlie's menu includes more
than 20 beers on tap. as well as bUTgers,
nbs and steak.
Enckson 's Delicatessen, 5250 N .. Clark
St., and Wtkstrom's Gourmet Foods, 5247
N- C lark St.,. provide p~es to purchase
Scandinavian classics such as pickled hernng. ligo nberry products. natbread and
lure fisk. the beloved jellied fish.
Once you've had enough dining Jlnd
Swed1sh culture. !here is plenly of shoppmg. Alamo Shoes, 5321 N. C lark Sr..
sates any shoe-lover's appetite wilh cozy,
funky and belcwcd brands like Ugg, Ecco.
Ha flmger, Merrell and Dansko. No visit to
Andersonville is complete without a stop
at Women and Children First, 5233 N.
Clark Sr. Th1s bookstore is not only lesbtan and fcrnmtsl friendly. it's also a hub
for local authors· works, book groups and
other
bibhophile-relared occasions.
Andcrsonvtllc is also home ro some solid
resale shoppmg nIn Brown Elephant, 5404
N. Clark Sr.
Take the Red Lme ro Berwyn and
whether you decrde ro JUSt stroll through
Andcrscmvlile or stop to shop and dme. n's
dclimtcly wonh the tnp. .
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Out of the personals
Chicago singles
guru writes book on
finding partners
MCT

Mayor Richard M. Daley had
his moments, granted, but there's
a good argument to be made that,
from 1998 to 2005, it was
Michael Beaumier wht> was the
most powerful man in Chicago.
If you needed a husband, a
wife, a weekend fling or someone
with whom to share your
amorous response to Civil War
re-enactments, your last best
hope was the head of the personal ads department at the city's
leading alternative newspaper,
the Chicago Reader.
Singles turned to him with the
most impossible of tasks: Help
me craft the '·I Saw You" ad that
·will locate the beautiful stranger
that I glimpsed, ever so briefly, in
a public place.
Newlyweds •J1anked him for
supplying them with their soul
mates.
Even pimps obeyed him when
he told them to please take their
business with the prostitutes placing ads for "adult services" outside the office.
Now Beaumier, 39, has told
all--or as much as most readers
are prepared to hear- in his new
book, I Know You 'rc Out There:

Private
iongings,
Public
Humiliations and Other Tales
From the Personals.
By rums sordid and sweet, this
is the tale of Bill-names and
some details have been changed---,
who placed at least 30 " I Saw You"
ads, including three for three
women he encountered o n the
same night, at the same place.

It 's the story of Brad, who
repeatedly placed racy ads for
women. before abrup!ly "switching teams" and placing an ad for
am3n.
But it '~ also the story of
Beaumier's own romantic disappointments with a long-term
boyfriend with w!10m he eventually split, and his dawning realization that he had something to
learn from the personal-ads
crowd's willingness to risk rejection, aw!<wardness and embarra~sm ent.

"I went from watching the
frtak s how [of people taking
risks romantically] to finding
myself in the freak s how,"
Beaumier said in an interview
with the Chicago Tribune at a
downtoWll coffee shop.
" [But] I think thar there's jus t
this thing about being human
where, even when you're disappointed or your heart is broken or
you get frustrated or it seems like
finding somebody is an impossible thing, there's just this part of
us that compels you to keep looking until you fmd [love].
"And I honestlv believe that
people find it." ·
Beaumier, now a New Yorker
and a contributor to public radio's
"This American Life," grew up in
Grand Forks, N.D., the fourth of
nine children of a homemaker
and an orthopedic surgeon. He
went to college at the University
of Iowa and attended graduate
school at Ohio State before he
landed in Chicago as a freelance
writer.
His reason for taking the
Reader job, for which he was
originally paid $28,000, was partly practical.
·
"I really wanted to eat~ and
health insurance was ·this far-off .

Michael Beaumier, former personals editor for the Chicago Reader, has written a book about his time
spent helping singles and his own experiences in love.
dream," he said.
He was part editor, crafting sin·
gles ads from people's halfformed notions.of who they were
and what they were looking for in
a partner, and part counselor, doling out . encouragement and
advice to the loYelorn.
When pimps tried to do business with the prostitutes placing
ads in the "adult services" section- "Hey, baby, who's representing you?"-Beaumier saw it
as his job to intercede.
"I do n' t want to say it's
admirable, because I don 't want
to so\Jnd like I'm (endorsing] a
system that's not ph:asant, but I
respected the fact that they
seel!led really informed about
the choice that they had inade,
and · I didn ' t judge," he ·s aid. " I

was never very judgmental
about that kind of thing."
One of Beaumier's most
important tasks was editing the
popular "I Saw You" ads in which
people attempted
to
find
strangers they saw or met briefly,
maybe at a bar or on a .train.
The newspaper got 50 requests
a day for those ads, of which
abotJt a third were chosen for
publication.
"Be.:ause those were ads that
could very easily work or very
easily not work, de;>ending on
.what was said, there was always a
lot .:;[care that was put in those,"
Bea;;&Mier said.
Beaumier would coax the relevant information out of the adplacers as be~t he could: " Was
she ';tearing red? Was she wear-

ing blue? Was s he reading? Did
.
she look at you?"
But even so, some of the ads
worked a little too well.
" If the details were too neutral,
you;d have 20 peo!)le calling saying, ' Oh, my God! I was on the
Red Line this morning! "'•
Beaumier, who left the Reader
last year. unhappy with the lack
of human interaction that followed the paper's switch to an
Internet-based personal ad system, saic! that he has no way of
knowing how many marriages he
facilitated on the job.
But, during his tenure at the
Reader, it was fairly common for
people to meet him at parties and
say, " I met my wife through the
personal~. but don't tell anybody
here."
-
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A chilly reception

Two pedestnans brave the snow on the rntersectron of Mrchrgan Avenue and Adams
Street Oct. 12. Accordrng to the Natrona! Weather Servrce. last week's snowfall was the
earliest Chicago has ever expenenced.

IY

up since tile first of the year,"
Anderson said .
The ban has not been favorable for Gina's Cuisine, 424 S.
Wabash Ave.
"Our business has dropped I 0
to 15 percent since the ban went
into effect," said owner Ph il
Ayed.
Continued from Back Page
Ayed said he currently has no
plans to win back the customers
already in place prior to March who smoke.
" It's a loss for smaller restau15, 2007, will ha'!e the right to
keep their own ordinances. This rants, but I guess everyone will
enables Chicago to keep its July eventually have to do it," he
said.
I, 2008 effective date.
The ban is also cumbersome
Some Chicago residents have
ned to the suburbs, where bans for Chicago resident and smokare not yet in place, in order to er Joyce Barksdale who said she
smoke and dine. Columbia jun- still dines out, but not as often.
ior Rebecca Michuda said she
" I usually try to find a place
frequently visited Naperville in [to eat} with a smoking section,
but they all have bars,"
order to smoke after eating.
" I was pissed off whc:1 the Barksdale said.
ban werrt into effect," Michuda. ·
Others are not bothered by the
bans inside restaurants, but dissaid.
" I used to meet other students agree with the outdoor smoking
for coffee and a smoke at restrictions.
" I don ' I smoke and eat, but to
Gourmand [728 S. Dearborn
ban smoking at
St.), but [since
"/The smoking banj is an
outdoor
the ban went
no big deal because the Metra stop is
into effe:ct)l' ve
ridiculous ,"
only been [back
whole county will be
there J once or
affected soon. Business said admini slaw
twice."
has actually gone up since trative
judge Winston
Michuda said
the first of the year. "
Jackson, who is
the 15-foot no
smoking rule
-Todd Anderson, Hooters also a smoker.
Addit ionally,
for Columbi a's restaurant manager in Orland
Jackson
disentryways hasPa rk
n' t been a probagrees
with
lem since the ordinance went banning smoking on Chicago
into effect.
beac hes . The beach ban was
"You see th e signs. but proposed due to the burden of
nobody ta kes them into consid- clean ing up cigarette butts left
erat ion:·
Michuda
sa id. in the sand.
·"Smoking is · a ph ase, and I
" If you ban smoking on the
won' t be [a smoker) forev er. beaches. the n nothing else
There are too many rules."
should be allowed on the beachThe ban is o f little conce rn to es. like food. because people
Todd Anderson. manager of the leave trash behind," he said.
Fenton is not collcemflt' witlr
!loote rs restaura nt in Orland
the prospect of the ban impactPark.
ing Orland Park businesses neg" ( Th~ smoking ban) is nu big
deal because the whole county .at ively.
" People are more health conw ili
be
affec ted
soon,"
scious today. [The smoking
Anderson said .
lie said the smoking ban has ba ns ] can work, if we give them
been positive for the Hooters a chance," she said.
re~ t d•rr,mt located in downtown
Chiclii!O.
chronicle@colum. edu
·· Bu~iness has a'tually gone

Smoking:
S-uburbs model
law after Chicago
ordinance
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Robert Lockman of Rogers Park takas a draa of his clprette at
Sluggers. 3540 N. Clerk St., on Oct. 12. Taverns have until 2008
to Install adequate ventilation or eliminate smoking.
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·Gardens take
to ·t he skies
Chicago doubles
funding for green
roof programs

roofs can also absorb water and
keep it from running off into a
sewer. More plants will take out
more carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere and filter the air.
By Katie Chor
And if the environmental
Staff Writer
aspect is not attractive enough, a
Some high-rise condos have a green roof can actually save
view of the lake, but now some energy for the building and keeps
will have a view of rooftop gar- the roof intact, according to
dens. City dwe lle r~ arc planting Merritt
.flowers, plants and even tall
" It extends the life of the roo f,"
trees, spreading a little green in he said
the concrete city.
M'!rritt said building a rooftop
The city of Chicago has dou- garden would be easier and more
bled the amount in grants toward cost-effective for roofs that cur·
green roo fs this year to $200,000, rently need to be redo n~.
according to Larry Merritt,
Green. roofs have spread from
spokesman fo r the c; ty of Chicago's Ci ty Hall to homes
Chicago
Department
of and businesses and have inspired
Environment.
many other projec ts this year. But
The Green Roof Grant UHC would like to see every city
Program is an effort proposed by building wearing a green hat.
Urban Habitat Chicago to
"An area that's not planted is
improve the urban environment an area wasted," Hampton said.
by planting gardens on city roofs.
Paula Compani o, owner o f
" It helps clean the air and True Nature Foods, 6034 N.
water localiy," said Dave Broad way, is implementing a
Hampton, director of Research green rooi on top of her store in
and Development for UHC. " It 3 ,000-square-foot increments.
can remove pollutants trom the The UHC also saw an <>pportun iair and water if you plant the ty for urban food development
right plants."
for the store.
Plants narurally coo! the air,
"You look at a big city where
and in a dense city like Chicago, we can't sustain ourseives w ith
the temperaturo! is often higher food so we have to use our roof,"
than its surrounding areas. This Companio said.
phenomenon is called the " urban
In this case, the green roof will
heat island effect," and according pay for itself since the store will
to UHC, this will decrease with sell the organic produce grown in
more green. The soil on green the garden in addition to produce

Teresa Williams built a ga rden on top of her build ing in Bel lingham, Wash. Along with Bellingham, other
cities such as Chicago and Cleveland are adopting green roofs.

from independently owned
fa rms. Although it won' t be
much use in the winter, the soil
will keep the building insulated,
makin g it warrn<!r. Companio
said she is looking forward to
decreased utility bills and a better
quality of organic produce that
wi!l cost significantly less, being
gmwn right above her head.
True Nature Foods received
$5,000 from the city for its roof
and is currently halfv•ay.through
construction.
Harold Kung, professor of

chemical and biological engi·
neerin6
at
Nortl:westem
University, said although there
are many benefits from t;reen
roofs, they help very little in a
city like Chicago.
"A plant or tree helps take carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, but this is relatively small
in relation to the carbon dtoxide
we consun1c in the city," he sa id.
The layer of soil on the ro'of
does ptovide natural insulation
and helps save energy, Kung
said, but even if every house had

a green roof it would not be
enouglt to combat the great
amount of pollutio" that exists in
the city.
" It's not going ll> change a lot,
but I ~ee the beneiil for energy
use," Kung said. " lt al.<o makes
people hdppy to see ~rce n ."
Aprl'cationsjo;· the green roof
grant are due 1\·cv. 3. For more
information or to apply, visit
www.cityofc:lzicugo.mgltmvironment or call (3 12) 744-7606.
chronicle@ col11m.edll
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Apple Store - Columbia College
Take advantage of your Apple education discounts.

Meet the new and improved iPod family.
Fall Store Hours
Monday 10:00 am - 6:00pm
Tuesday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Wednesday 1:OOpm - 6:00pm
Thursday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Friday 10:00 am - 6:00pm

Suit e 224
33 East Congress Parkway
(312)-344-8622
applestore@colum .edu

iPod Nano starting at $149.00

iPod 30GB $249.00
iPod 80GB $349.00

iPod shuffle
$79.00

For every $100 purchase, you can
enter to wi n an iPod speaker system .
(expires November 15t h)
free S15 iTunes Gift Card
with purchase of this iPod

Co lum bi a~
C OLL EGE

C HI CAG O

tl

Authoriz;ed Campus Store
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Whitney:
Candidate talks
about healthcare,
CfAissues
Continued from Back Page
You mentioned social services.
Your webpage said you favor
unive rsal healthcare. With
Illinois' $3 billion budget
deficit, how would you implement healthcare refgrm if you
were elected?
What 1. advocate is a payroll
tax. Based on· a study that used
Vermont as a model, they figured
a single-payer system can work in
one state based on a 5.8 percent
payroll tax: 2.9 percent employer.
2. 9 percent employee. And for
thai amount of money, [plus] a
modest $1 0 co-pay for health
services, we could provide quality
healthcare for everyone at far less
cost than the overwhelming
majority of [what] businesses are
paying now. [Although] it does
involve a tax, overall businesses
would save hundreds of millions
of dollars if we went to sing le
payer and we would be able to
provide better quality healthcare
for all.
You support House Bill 750, a
school reform fina nce proposal.
What do you say to people who
say there would be an increase
in state taxes?
Well it's not just an increase.
Some people call it the income
tax for property tax swap. And
that 's what it is. It involves a
decrease in property' taxes. Yes.
there- is a net gain in revenue, but

we need a net gain in revenue
given the state's fiscal condition
right now. We cannot continue to
pretend we're balancing the budget while we' re hot paying healthcare providers on time ; we're
cheating payments out of our pension system. This plan is a fiscally responsible plan to deal with
the problem head on and makes
our tax system more fair at the
same time and it gives real property tax relief.
This is rather than trying to set
up some type of gambling?
Yes. It's left me as the only candidate in the race who opposes
state-sanctioned gambling. I realize we 're not going to suddenly
just lift ourselves away from that
and suddenly go back to the prelottery days. But we need to start
moving in that direction. And certainly not expand gambling in the
state of Illinois. This is not the
way; we can't gamble our way to
fiscal health. And we shouldn't
try, because in my view gambling
is a hidden tax on the poor.
Does Ibis education reform plan
include higher education like
colleges as well?
Yes it does. House Bill 750, if
implemented or as currently projected, would raise about $310
million in new revenue for state
colleges and universities, which
would allow us to finally start
bringing tuition fees down instead
of the current trend where they've
been rising every year.
Along with keeping ~tate colleges down, would there be an
increase in grants?
I think it would be targeted
directly to the general revenue of
the universit y system' so they

would not have to charge as much
in tuition in the first place. Now
the actual allocation is up to the
legislature. It's possible some of
that money could be diverted to
grants and other forms of assistance. But I'd rather just see the
tuition rates be brought down.
With the CTA and RTA experiencing a number of fiscal problems, how would your administration help keep costs in line?
We need a measure of commitment of public transit in this stale
and that's one of the things I' m
running on; not just intra-city
transit and regional transit but
also high speed rail between
cities. We have to do this and I
would favor shifting some of our
lOOT funds more in the direction
of rail [and] looking at [additional
funding] to assist the regional
transit in the greater Chicago,
metropolitan area. Oil prices are
not going to gel cheaper, except
possibly at election time, which
they are now. And the cost of road
construction continues to go up.
This is not a sustainable means
of transportation. We need to be
getting away from constantly
widening roads, constantly building new highways and start looking at ways of moving people
from place to place that's smarter,
more energy efficient, better fit
for the environment and creates
more jobs.
Just in 2006 alone, for example,
the cost of road and highway construction nationally rose 16 percent because roads are made from
asphalt, which is itself a petroleum 'product. So as the price of oil
continues to go up, the cost of
road building is going to continue
to go up.
We need to start moving in

•

Andrew Nelles/ The Chronicle
Ginger Ostro, left, director of education reform for Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, listens while Whitney debates education funding at
the Fourth Presbyterian Church. 126 E. Chestnut St., on Oct. 9.
more of the direction of smart
urban planning and a greater
emphasis on public transit.
Along those lines, you were
mentio ning
environmenta l
issues. Do you plan o n implementing any emissio ns caps for
the major industrial businesses
to curb air pollution?
Absolutely. That would lx; one
of the things we need to do. I' m
not a big fan of the pollution trading system. I think we need to
move more toward caps. One of
the things we ought to be looking
at are pollution taxes such as a
greenhouse gas emission~ tax
because that's another way of
raising new revenue. I don 't have
a specific proposal in mind, I'm
just saying that's one thing we
ought to be looking at in the
future to help·us combat the crisis
in progress of global warming.
Are you still trying to set up a
t hree-way debate with Gov.
Blagojevich and Judy Baar
Topinka?
Well, we' re trying to set it up.

You know it really depends more
on them. I've made it very plain,
I' m wi lling to debate the other
two candidates at any time either
one-on-one or with all three. I' m
really not the obstacle here.
O ne of the most remarkable
things just recently is Blagojevich
pulling out of the Oct. 26 WTTW
debate. He provided absolutely no
explanation for this. This is something that 's been planned for
months. Both candidates agreed
to it. It was apparent that I was
going to be invited because we're
polling well enough and I suspect
that may have to do with why he
pulled out. I don ' I think he wants
to debate me.
I don't think Judy Baar Topinka
has as much problem as Rod
Blagojevich does in including me
in the debate. In fact, I'm quite
certain of it that the objection is
not
really
coming
from
[Topinka's campaign], it's coming from Gov. Blagojevich.

ekasang@chroniclemail.com
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Elections:
Students lacking
information on
the voting process

•

information a nd voting records of_candidates

• opensecrets.org -for financial contribution informa tion

Continued f rom Front Page
blame needs to be taken off students for not voting and placed it
on policymakers and education
leaders li ke himself for not taking
the initiative to directly educate
and engage younger voters,
"We haven't done a good
enough job in our education systern K-12 ofengaging students and
understanding about how real politics work," Pickeral said ..., ot
just 'how does a bill become a
law?' in ten11S o f some superficial
set of motions. but 'how do you
have a conversation with a legislator? How do you make the case to
them that this is an important
issue?"'
Pickeral said many young peopie are held back by not knowing
the basics of the voting process.
He said not having a complete

vot~H;martorg- for

• fec.gov- for federal election

inform~

• ,,

• chlcagoelectlons.com - for Chlcag._ Jlectfon Information
• electlons.il.gov ·for Illinois e lection Information

Rachael Strecher/ The Chronicle
Maureen Peabody, 21, a junior
photography major at Columbia,
said she's been voting since
she was 18 years ole.
ther disconnects youth and pol icymakers.
."When you think about policymakers and education leaders, if
young people aren ' t voting, why is
it in their best interest to engage

an easy out, but that's the reality.
_.. If college students, 18- to 24year-olds, were voting in greater
numbers, you would see much
more youth-oriented press releases, messages and campaign slogans."
Many echoed Pickeral's opinion, but others said complicated
laws about voting and registering
are barriers.
Jennifer Pae is president o f the
United States Student Association,
a student-led group that, according
to its website, is the recognized
student voice on Capitol Hill, in
the White House and with tbe U.S.

not only do students simply lack
the information 01: how and where
to vote, but the speci fic state and
federa l laws regarding voting and
registration are confusing.
- Pae said because students are
such a transient populaticm , many
do not know the different voting
regulations for all the places they
may move to.
"When it comes to actually tuming out to vote and casting a ballot,
we're fi nding that [polling places]
are pretty inaccessible," Pae said.
'The proper information and education is not part of the culture
right now. I wouldn't say students

;;;;;;ii;;;;==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;fur;;;;;;;;-=;;;th;;;e;;;m;;;;?_;;·=· ;;;
P:;ic;;;k;;;
e:;ra;;;l;;;s;;;a',d;;;_
;;; ;;;";
ll;;;'s;;;k;;;i;;;n;;;d;;;o;;;f=;D;;;e~p;a;;;rtm~e;;;n;;;t;;;o;;;f;E;du;c;a;;;tt;::
-o;;;n;;;_;,P;ae;,;;;sa;i.::
d-, are apathetic; I think it's more difficult, if anything, for students to
get that informatio n to- register and
then tttm out to vote."
Pae.
who
attended
the
University of Cali forn ia, San
Diego for political scierice, said
the voting process should be especially important to students
because of recent cuts in federal
aid for higher education.
"In the end we need to make
sure we' re not only educated on
the issues and we tum out to vote,
but that we hold our elected representatives accountable to the
issues we care about,'' Pae said.
In preparation for the upcoming
election ~, Columbia held a Ro_
ck
the Vote event Oct I 0 in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave,, in hopes of accomplishing an increase in voter
turnout Althougil organizers of
Rock the Vote did see a significant
amount of students sho:v-up to
regi~tcr, it was the only event on
campus this year directly t:lfgeting
voter participation, and fell on the
last day of registration in Illinois.
Local pol iticians. faculty and
students who participated in the
event thought one of the main reasons students don't participate in
elections is because of their overall
lack of knowledge of city government Ruth Anne Mazur, a sophomore audio acoustics major,
worked as a registrar at the event
after becoming involved through
professor Monica G rayless' Intro
to Management class. Gray less
helped set up the Rock the Vote
event. Muur said some students
don't sec how consequential local
elections arc.
"The - local elections are what
affects us more with what goes
on," Mazu r said. "The school
should be more interested in helping and find ing events to get students to register."
·
Blake llausman, president of the
Columbia College Conservatives,
said hr is trying to nrrunge n
debate with the anti- Oush organit.ation World Can't Wait in order to
hdp students become more aware
of what the mum issues arc in the
\:urrcnt · 'cction.o,;.

" It's not just stlldcnts but across
the lJnited States there arc a lot of
people that don't understand what
these canthdates stand t(lr bc'Cttusc
they don't take the time to look it
up," llausnum said.
llowever, Dominic Cottone,
d irector of' Student Leadersh ip,
snid \lite reason why so many stu·
d e nt ~ ttl'cll't

nctivc voters ..:nn

200~

largely be blamed on the corruption of local politics.
· " Politics has become fingerpointing bitch sessions," Cottone
said.
Students lack faith in government officials, he said, and don' t
realize how much of a voice voting will give them.
" You [have] people here at
Columbia that have all sorts of different things that define who they
are,'! Cottone said, " If you spend
so much time defining who you
are, then why not go out and vote
and define who you are even
more?"
Maureen Peabody, 2 1, a junior
photography major at Columbj a,
said although ,she has voted since
she was 18 years old, most students probably don't because they
don 't see the impact it has.
"Even if you see two people
and you d islike both of them,''
Peabody said, "by not voting at all,
you' re voting toward the person
you don't like at alL"
According to Jay Stewart, executive director of the Better
Government Association, the attitude of throwing up your hands
and claiming your vote doesn't
matter plays into the hands of corrupt politicians, The .Better
Government Association is a nonpartisan organization that investigates political corruption and
waste.
"To a certain degree it's a selffulfilling prophecy if you say, ' I
can' t trust any of them,"' Stewart
said. "I think you're j ust punishing
the ones who want to do the right
thing and in de facto rewarding the
bad guys."
Stewart, w ho also teaches •
Media , Ethics and Law as an
adjunct pro-fessor at Columbia,
said people need to realize that
change_doesn't happen instmltly,· He noted that the Better
Government Association began
investigating George Ryan when .
he was governor in 1982, and \!
took more than 20 years for him to
be prosecuted.
Dennis Donovan, national
organizer for public achievement
for the Center for Democmcy and
Citizenship at the University of
Minnesota, an institttte that devel•
ops public policy initiatives
around civic and politic issues.
said it 's not that students are disinterested in politics, but that our
culture does not invite· people to
participate,
"When people have that feeling
of contributing, they're more apt
to do things like voting," Donovan
·said.
At the University of Minnesota.
Donovan said his group is developing a campaign on.campus that
aims to have I0,000 kids wear a
bracelet signifying their interests
in citizenship, which would in t1m1
initiate a dialogue among students.
"The first step in getting people
to engage is getting people to
know each other, Donovan said.
" If you're wearing one of these
bmcelets that 's a sign you're open
to have a conversation with somebody."
andrn Allen. dmir oft he Publ ic
Relations Dcpm1ment who teaches
a social change and conununicntions clnss, snid once students reali7~ how pow~rful th~ir voices can
be, the more they will vote.
" I don' t know how you can hen
cntnlyst ll.>r socinl chnngc if you
don 't vote," All~n said, "They nre
the dcmogmphic everyone wnnts.
Tlll'y hnve such power nnd they
nrc wnsung it ,"
i:itmtwmltllt(fl clllt#liclcmail ~~~~~
i <'ll'c'r/(!t)c/1/Tmidc•llt<lil.c·om
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Scoop in the .Loop
·

It's that time of year again when
fall sets in and everything starts to
die. Suffocating from a lack of
warm oxygen, the brown little
leaves tum yellow and politicians
pour salt in the wounds they tore
open with the nasty teeth of their
campaigns.
To me, the air smells strangely
reminiscent of childhood and just
like every autumn, the nostalgia of
Halloween pranks and games of
kick the can and capture the flag
linger. Unfortunate ly, there is no
longer time for those activities and
barely enough time to ponder such
fantastic memories. With work and
school and television shows, who
would have time for things of that
nature?
This is a time of year when obligations begin to bear down, political campaigns prepare for their
viscous October surprise and
school moves quickly past the
"just starting" phase ·and into the
"God I hate this" phase. In times
like these it's easy to forget the
point of studying or the goal you
have at your job. All too often we

Change:
Debt, corruption
still plague collllty
government
Continued from Back Page
Quig ley ex posed at his UIC lecture.
The Sheriff's Department currently po lices unincorporated
Cook County territory, a concept
orig ina ll y instated to provide
police presence in areas where
neighb.oring towns had no j urisdiction, Q uig ley said.
Unincorporated Cook County
is now half the size it used to be;
however, the police force has
remained the same size, he said.

get caught up in the moment and
overlook personal ambitions.
With that in mind, the American
Academy of Pediatrics released a
report last week emphasizing the
importance of fun. The report stated that playtime acts as a crucial
element to the growth and developmen( of children and teenagers'
cognitive, social and emotional
well-being.
The report claimed more fun is
needed to combat the increased
demands made on academic and

extracurricular endeavors- and I
couldn't agree more.
When I was in middle school I
fantasized about being a superhero
in my playtime, but my vision was
far from most chi ldren's. Instead
of having X-ray vision or the abil ity to fly, I wanted to stop and slow
down time. I wanted to fight time,

watch the cars pil ing up for hundreds of feet.
Everyone in their cars got all hot
and bothered watching a cheerful
red-headed kid with permanently
chapped lips walk back and forth
in front of them . I would sometimes look at my wrist as if l had a
watch on and then shrug my shout-

Many aspects of county government are also unnecessarily
complex, according to Quigley.
Elsewhere in the country, most
traffic violators are given the
option to plead guilty, pay a fine
and receive driving supervision,
he sa id, no ting that in Cook
County, motorists must go 't o
traffic school or court since both
create more county jobs and revenue.
"Almost every other county in
Illinois has the recorder of deeds
as part of the county clerk 's
office, but here, they are two
separate elected officials,"
Q uigley said. " I co uld run
through each department and say
'here's what's wrong."'
Stewart acknowledged the difficulty that can come with being
an independent voice within the
government. He said reforma-

t ion can be a difficu lt process
when there is only one voice
against many disagreeing colleagues.
Stewart added that there is
a lso an unfo rtunate misconcept ion among the voting public that
a little bit of corruption can, or
should , be to lerated simply
because it's how the system
works .
"For those who think it takes a
litt le grease to go along, ask
George Ryan how that theory
worked for him," Stewart said.
"Apparent ly in Illinois, that is,
un fo rtunate ly, the primary veh icle for reform: people going to
jail. When faced with unambiguous facts to the contrary [of an
issue], then- and only thenwill action be taken. It works,
but it's very clumsy."
Another inherent prob lem
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its restrictions and limits on life as
well as time's necessity for speed
specifically. I watched people run
around hurrying from one appointment to another without pause and
I always wanted to stop them, to
slow them down at least, and say
to them, " What are you running for
or from?"
On a busy street near my home,
there w.as a crosswalk with a stoplight strictly for pedestrians.
During summer and autumn days I
would leisurely stroll over to the
stoplight and proceed to press the
walk button several times.
Walking back and forth, I would

~:

JJ

Jennifer Crider/ The Chronicle

ders and arms as if to say, " Who
cares?"
Today, people everywhere are
moping around beneath gray skies,
hacking up lungs, sick as sick gets.
Just about everyone is ill with
some stressful affliction, be it from
school, work or politics. That is
why the academy's report hits
dead-on with what adults, not just
children and teenagers, cou ld use a
lot more of-fun.
Being cynical and pessimistic is
easie• than being constructive and
optimistic, sometimes even more
entertaining. There needs to be a
greater importance on seeing life
with a sort of naNe eye, an adventurous a,nd non-judgmental one.
Placing too much undue importance on professional and academic aspects of life makes living
much more stressful than it needs
to be.
Yeah, sure, I may have pissed
off some people and made others
late, but maybe some of them
understood what I was trying to do
and took advantage of the extra 45
seconds they had to take stock of
their lives. There aren't very many
ways anymore to get a message
across in a non-confrontational
way. I was using thal crosswalk as
a vehicle to get my point out to
people that sometimes in the midst
of it all, you need to relax. While
watching political campaigns this
year and gearing up for m idttrms,
the importance of fun and ambition cannot be stressed enoughpun intended.

In Public
Can't vote on Nov. 7? Then
take advantage of early voting
starting Oct. 16. Voters will pe
able to cast their ballots at the
Cook County Clerk's Office, 69
W. Washington St., 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, until Nov. 2. Go make
City Beat proud!

Ba ra c k Oba ma will sign
co pies of his book The
Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on
Reclaiming th e American
Dream at 57th Street Books,
1301 E. 57th St., on Oct. 17.
Lines will form at 8 a.m.; the
signing is from 8 :30 to 10:30
a.m . For more in formation,
.visit semcoop.com · or call
(773) 684-1300.

The Neb-Futurists bring
their North Side performa nce
"Too Much Light Ma kes t he
Ba by Go Bl ind" to the School
of the Art Institute of
Chicago's Poetry Center, 112
S. Michigan Ave., Oct. 18. The
performers try to finish 3'0 •
plays in 60 minutes. The show
starts at 6:30 p.m., and ticke ts are $8 to $10. For more
information, visit poetrycenter.org.

jewert@chronic/em a fl. com

within most governments in general- not just Cook County-is
the fact that they were designed
many years ago and are structured for a world that no longer
exists, Quigley said. Few have
adjusted to accommodate drastic
changes over time.
"[Many governments] couldn' t stand on their own if they
were a business," Quigley said.
" Why don ' t they change?
Because the status quo is protected by those in power."
Quig l ~y added that it is difficu lt to initiate change even within the public- not just amongst
politicians.
" The status q uo is a warm,
fuzzy blanket," he said. " We
have to ra ise people's abi lities to
question just about everything."

You can't go wrong with Amy
Sedaris. The "Strangers With
Candy" alumna will s ign her
new book I Like You:
Hospitality
Under
the
Influence, at Borders Books
and Music, 830 N. Michigan
Ave., at 7 p.m. Oct. 18. The
event is free. For more infor·
mation, call (312) 573·0564.

Looking for a nature wa lk in
Chicago? Then check out the
Fall Tree ID at the Garfield
Park Conservatory, 300 N.
Central Park Ave., at 10 a.m.
Oct. 20. Th ose interested
should mee t Jim DeHorn in
the conservatory lobby. For
more
information,
vis it
garfieldconservatory.org.

ariggio@chroniclemail.com

Is t he c ustome r a lways r ig ht?
A 45-year-old woman assaulted a Walgreens
store manager after becom ing upset in a dispute
over a refund Oct. 9. The manager told police
that the woman struck her with both hands, pushing her in the chest. The offender then ned the
drugstore, located at 2 E. Roosevelt Road . The
store manager refused medical attention.
Weekly ve rbal a buse
A Chicago Transit Authority sec urity guard
informed police that she was threatened by a 20year-old man Oct. 8 at the Harrison Red Line station, 608 S. State St. The g uard said the man told
her to " come out of the booth, bitch, .and I'm
going to rob you." The man then tried to open the
doo'r of the booth, but ned when the guard
reached for her telephone. The gu ard told police
the man comes through the station at about the
same time every Sunday and consistently makes
negati ve comments to her. T his was the fi rst time
that he tried to make physica l contact with her,
she said.
S kullet o n t he loose
The owner of Manhattan's, 415 S. Dearborn
St., reported a break-in at the tavern on Oct. 6.
The owner was working near a sta ircase that
leads to the second fl oor when he heard a series

of bangs fo llowed by shatterin g glass. Upstairs,
the owner found a man climbing through a broken window from scaffolding outside the building. The owner yelled at the man, whom he
described as ba ld in the front with a mullet in the
back. The intruder climbed back out the window
and ned northbound on Plymouth Court.
Never let it out of your sig ht, lad ies
A 26-year-old woman had her purse sto len
Oct. 7 while picki ng up food from a restaurant at
612 S. Wabash Ave. The woman told police she
was conversing with a 35-year-old man whom
she had just met while waiting for her order. She
went to retrieve her food and left her purse on the
tabl e only to discover it- and the man- had
vanished. The woman told police she had $300
and various credit cards in the pu rse.
A j o b hig h
A resiaent on th e 900 block of South Park
Terrace was out some money Oct. 4 when he let
an e lectrical worker into his hou se to check his
electrical box. The worker asked the man for $69
to get the necessary parts to fix the problem. but
the man told police the worker never returned to
finish the job. T he man tried calling the fraudulent worker and noted to poli ce that the man
sounded hi gh o n drugs .
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A gubernatorial alternative
impress upon people is this is not
like a lot of other third.:party
efforts. We're serious ab9ut this.
We're not a single-issue party.
Many people associate us with
the environment, but we're about
a lot more than j ust that. I'm not
a protest candidate.
I am running to win. I have
well thought out policy proposals
on a wide variety of issues facing
the people of this state. And if
people look at the stuff we're producing and the stands that I've
taken, they will see that. So what
I try to impress upon people is the
Green Party is not a " flash-in-thepan"; we're here to stay.

· Andrew Nelles/The Chron icle
Green Party candidate for governor Rich Whitney debates education funding at the Fourth Presbyterian
Church, 126 E. Chestnut St., on Oct. 9.

Green Party candidate
Rich Whitney speaks
about party's platform
By Eric Kasang
City Beat Editor

Green Party gubernatorial candidate Rich Whitney has made it
quite clear about his chances of
becoming Illinois' next governor:
" In a three-way race, you can win

with 34 percent of the vote."
Whitney, a Carbondale, Ill.,
attorney who works on employment and civi l rights cases,
recently won the right to be listed
on the Nov. 7 ballot as the Green
Party candidate.
Before debating about education fund ing reform at Fourth
Presbyterian Church, 126 E.
Chestnut St., on Oct. 9, Whitney
spoke with The Chronicle about

creating universal healthcare,
funding public transportation and
being snubbed for gu_bernatorial
debates.
The C hronicle: How do you
campaign to people as an alternative vote to the two-party
system?
Rich Whitney: To some extent,
just being out there, people come
to me. One of the things I try to

Some people complained about
Ralph Nader splitting the
Democratic vote in 2002 and
Ross Perot doing the same
thing to the Republican vote in
1992. Have you come across
people accusing you ofsplitting
the Democrats' vote in the
upcoming election?
There have been a few that
have raised that question, but it's
very few. And I think the reason
for that is you just don't find any
but the most die-bard Democrats
who are really very enthusiastic
about Rod Blagojevich. And if
you look at what's happened to
the budget under the current
administration, what's happened
with education in our state,
what's happened to social services [and] failure to make progress
on clean energy, he's not very
well-liked even within his own
party.
See Whitney, Page 37

Lone
commissioner calls for .c hange
lecture

focus on
b d et f
U g re orm,_
county conuption
By Allison Riggio
Assistant City Beat Editor

Mike Quigley has often been a
lone voice for the reform of county government as a commissioner
on the Cook County Board.
Quigley, who is commissioner of
the IOth district that spans the
northern lakefront, shared his
ideas for change during a lecture at
the University of Illinois at
Chicago on Oct. II. The lecture
was part of a series aimed at examining lqcal government~.
"(Working with in] this government in Chicago ... you quickly
learn that there arc no shades of
gray," Quigley said. "God bless
the mayor, but you 'rc either with
him or against him."
According to Jay Stewart, executive director of the Better
Government
Association, •
f)uigley's ideas for reform arc
bcmg increa~ingly heard, though
not necessarily being acted out.
November 's election for Cook
County Buard president will determine the late of many of()uigley's
"oapb<>xcs, including an cxpand>ng debt within the county.
" Mo• t of his ideas didu ' t get
;mywhcre, hut at least they got out
there in puhlic debate," Stewart
''aid. " Many of those issues arc

now being debated both in the
political [field and] also in the govemmental area in Cook County."
One of Quigley's efforts to initiate
reform
occurred
in
September when Todd Stroger,
Democratic candidate for Cook
County Board president, accepted Jennifer Koehler, Quigley's
chief of staff, as his campaign
manager. She will work with

Stroger until the November election, according to a Sept. 20
Chicago Sun-Times editorial.
Dick Simpson, head of the
Political Science Department at
UIC, thinks Koehler's place on
Stroger's campaign is a good way
to ensure that government reformation is a key issue to whomever
is elected board president next
month.

Prot~sters

··1 think it is a good move to try
and promote the ideas that"
(Quigley] has had and, of course,
his chief of staff helped develop
them," Simpson said, adding that
an expanding county debt will
likely be a main concern to the
future board president.
Debt, however, was only one of
many county government issues

Smokirf
.bcbi:. . . .. g.,,

spreads.to t}l~~:
-sollth suburbs
By Kim Driscoll

Staff Writer

....

Since Chicago 's• c,ontroversial ordinance banning smoking
in most -public· places went into
effect earlie.r this year, several·
surrounding communities have
decided to join the city in creating a smoke-free environment.
On Oct. 2, south suburban
Orland Park passed a smoking
ban similar to the Chicago ban
that went into effect Jan. 16.
Neighboring Tinley Park is
expected to follow suif later
this month.
The Chicago ordinance bans
smoking in public restaurants,
with the exception of freestanding bars and taverns, and within 15 feet of any entrance where
smoking is prohibited, until
July I, ·2008.
Taverns and bar areas inside
restaurants have the chance to
trump the Chicago. ordinance
after Ju1y I , 2008. These l;msinesses must provide ventilation
or air filtration systems to make
air quality at least as good as
what second-hand smoke exro-:
sure would be outside. Orland ·
Park Trustee Kath)I. Fenton said
the Orland Park ordinlrnee. was
drafted in collaboration wit.lrt
township, ·Tinley Park .. and
numerous ·other communities.
"We took the Chicago and
county ordi nances and comprised our own," Fenton said. ' -: •
The Orland Park smoking .,.·;;
ban goes into effect Jan.~,2~ ·
2007. Although there are nQ,./
freestanding .bars in !)rl£d
Park, the ban mirrors the
Chicago ordinance, except
smoking will be permitted in
village restaurants with outdoor
seating.
•
A countywide ·ban requiting
most public ~aces In Cook
County to be s moke nee will
take effect March 15, 2007. The
cpunty ban includes restaurants, bars, workplaces and
sports venues.
Under the county ban, municipalities with smoking bans

See Change, Page 39

See Smoking. Page 34

heckle the president

Dozens of antiwar and anti-Bush protesters line up along'the e ast side of Mic higan Avenue Oct. 12 a s President Bush end
House of Representatives S peaker of the House Dennis Haste rt (R-Ill.) attend a Republican fundralser at the Chlcaao Hilton
a nd Towers, 720 S. Michigan Ave.
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